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In this thesis, we present the geometric theory of Teichmtlller spaces. The 
quotient of the Teichmtlller space by the Teichmflller modular group can be 
identified with Riemann's moduli space of all complex structures on an oriented two-
dimensional differentiable manifold. We study various ways of constructing 
Teichmilller spaces and suitably identify them. The most important analytic tool 
employed by Teichmtlller, the quasiconformal mappings, is considered in detail. 
Using the Fuchsian model and the induced hyperbolic geometry on a Riemann 
surface, we construct the Fricke coordinates and the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates on 
Teichmilller spaces. Then we follow Ahlfors and Bers to show that the Teichmtlller 
space Tg for genus g > 2 has a natural complex manifold structure of dimension 3g-
3，thus verifying Riemann's count of the number of parameters for the moduli space 
Ms . The action of the Teichmtlller modular group being discrete, the moduli space 
has a natural structure of a normal analytic space. We present the Teichmtlller's 
distance and the Weil-Petersson's metric on Teichmttller spaces, the geometry of 
which finds significant applications in various branches of Mathematics in recent 
years. 
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In this thesis, we present the geometric theory of Teichmttller spaces 
which give a parametrization of all the complex structures on a given surface. 
Riemann's moduli problem asks how many complex structures there are 
on a given oriented two dimensional differentiate manifold which are not 
biholomorphically equivalent. The set M g of all biholomorphic equivalence 
classes of closed Riemann surface of genus g is called the Riemann's moduli space 
of genus g. One observes that Mq has a single element and by the theory of 
elliptic functions that Mx is the complex plane. In 1857, Riemann asserted that 
M , g > 2, is parametrized by 3g-3 complex parameters. His argument is by 
representing closed Riemann surfaces of genus g as finite branched coverings of 
the Riemann surface and counting the number of degrees of freedom of the 
branch points. 
It turns out that M s can be given a normal complex analytic space o 
structure This can be shown by constructing the Teichm仙er space Tg of all 
marked closed Riemann surfaces of genus g and taking quotient by the 
Teichmilller modular group Mod which corresponds to the change of markings. 
Then M„ s T„/Mod2 is a normal complex analytic space by Cartan's Theorem. 
o o o 
[Ba] 
The Teichmilller space Tg already appeared though implicitly in the 
continuity argument of Klein and Poincarfe in their study of Fuchsian groups and 
automorphic functions in the 1880's. Then Fricke, Fenchel and Nielsen 
constructed T | ! g > 2, as a real (6g-6)-dimensional manifold, using the 
o 
representation of any closed Riemann surface of genus g as the quotient HIT of 
the upper half plane H by a Fuchsian group T. Around 1940，Teichmtlller 
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discovered an important relation between extermal quasiconformal mappings and 
holomorphic quadratic differentials. In fact the use of quasiconformal mappings 
in the moduli problem has been one of his great innovations. He was then able to 
assert that T„ is homeomorphic to R6g"6 and to introduce the Teichmtlller 
o 
distance on Tg! 
In the end of the 1950's, Ahlfors and Bers gave rigorous proofs for 
Teichmilller's results. They also showed that Tg, g > 2, has a natural complex 
structure of dimension 3g-3, by embedding Tg as a bounded domain in the 
complex vector space A2(R) of holomorphic quadratic differentials of a closed 
Riemann surface R of genus g. With respect to this complex structure, the 
Teichmtlller modular group Modg turns out to be a discrete group of 
biholomorphic automorphism of Tg; 
Weil introduced a Ohler metric on the Teichmilller space Tg based on 
Petersson's Hermitian pairing for automorphic forms. The metric is invariant 
under the covering of Tg onto Mg. Ahlfors considered the differential geometry 
of this metric. He found that the Ricci, holomorphic sectional and scalar 
curvatures are all negative, Tromba showed that the sectional curvature is also 
negative. Unfortunately, Chu and Wolpert showed that the metric is not complete. 
[Ch] [Wo 1] Important works on the geometry of the moduli space can be found 
in [Wo 3 - Wo 6]. 
Recently the theory of Teichmtlller spaces has found significant 
applications in many areas of mathematics, including automorphic forms, 
complex analysis, algebraic geometry, differential geometry, topology in three 
dimension and complex dynamics, as well as in string theory in physics. 
In Chapter 1, we discuss two ways of constructing Teichmtlller spaces. The 
first one is by considering marked Riemann surfaces of genus g. The second 
one is by considering orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms from a fixed 
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Riemann surface R of genus g. The resulting Teichmtlller spaces, Tg and T(R) 
respectively, can be identified and their elements represent deformations of the 
complex structure on R. Further, they can be identified with a quotient space of 
the Beltrami coefficients, which is the next object we consider. We then introduce 
the Fuchsian model of R and present some basic results. Finally we construct the 
Fricke space which represents Tg as a subset of R6S-6. 
In Chapter 2，we discuss the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates on Tg using the 
hyperbolic geometry induced by the Poincarfe metric. The method is to 
decompose Riemann surfaces into 2g-2 pairs of pants by 3g-3 simple closed 
geodesies. Then we define the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates on Tg by means of 
geodesies length functions of the simple closed geodesies and twist parameters 
along these geodesies. We also present the Fricke-Klein embedding. 
In Chapter 3，we study quasiconformal mappings. Two analytic and one 
geometric definitions of quasiconformal mappings wil l be given. The existence 
and uniqueness of a quasiconformal mapping satisfying a given Beltrami 
equation and the dependence of solutions on Beltrami coefficients wi l l be 
discussed. 
In Chapter 4，Teichmilller spaces are constructed again by using 
quasiconformal mappings instead. The Teichmtlller distance is then defined and 
its completeness can be proved. Applying the Teichmtlller existence and 
uniqueness theorems, we can show that the Teichmilller space is homeomorphic to 
the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials A2(R)! on R. Hence Teichmtlller 
space is homeomorphic to R6g_6 by the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
In Chapter 5, we construct the Bers' embedding of T(R) into a bounded 
domain in A2(R*), R* = the mirror image of R, by using the Schwarzian 
derivatives. Via the embedding, T(R) has a natural complex manifold structure of 
dimension 3g-3. It is then shown that the Teichmtlller modular group acts 
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properly discontinuously as a subgroup of biholomorphic automorphism proving 
the moduli space with a normal complex analytic space structure. Finally, we 
discuss on the classification of Teichmtlller modular transformations by means of 
Bers1 extremal problems. 
In Chapter 6, we introduce the Weil-Petersson metric on Tg and discuss its 
basic properties including its Klhlerity. The holomorphic tangent space of Tg at 
the base point is identified with the dual space of A2(R). The holomorphic 
tangent space elsewhere is computed by means of harmonic Beltrami differentials. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Teichmtlller Space of genus g 
1. Teichmilller Space of genus g 
The Teichmtlller space of genus g is constructed in two ways. 
The first construction is given by considering marked Riemann surfaces. 
Let R be a closed Riemann surface of genus g and p E R. A system of canonical 
generators 2 p = { � ， 岡 ] ： ^ of JtjCRp) is called a marking on R. 
Let 2 p = { [ A j ] , ^ ] } ^ ! and 2 q = { [ A ' j ] ， b e markings on Riemann 
surfaces R and S of genus g. (R, 2p) and (S, 2q) are said to be equivalent if there 
exists a biholomorphic mapping h ; S R and a continuous curve C0 on R such 
that h*[A’j] = [C^-Aj-Co] and h*[B’j] = [C^ Bj.Co]. The equivalence class [R, 2 p ] 
of (R, 2 ) is called a marked closed Riemann surface of genus g. The TeichmMer 
space Tg of genus g is the set of all marked closed Riemann surfaces of genus g. 
The second construction is given by considering orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms. Fix a Riemann surface R of genus g. Let f : R — S be an 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism onto a Riemann surface S. Two pairs (S, f) 
and (T, g) are said to be equivalent i f g o f"1 : S — T is homotopic to a 
biholomorphic mapping h : S — T. The TeichmMer space T(R) of R is the set of 
all the equivalence classes [S, f] of (S, f). 
Let us consider the relationship between Tg and T(R). Fix a marking 2 = 
{[A j],[Bj]}J^:1 on R with base point p. Corresponding to [S, f] in T(R), a marking 
f*(2) on S determines [S, f*(2)] in Tg . It is noted that [S, f*(2)] in Tg does not 
depend on a representative of [S, f] in T(R). One then defines a mapping 中2 : 
T(R) — T g by <|)2([S,f]) = [S, f*(2)] and checks that 中2 is bijective. Thus Tg s 
T(R), 
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Finally, we consider a canonical group action on T(R). The set of all 
homotopy classes [w] of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms w : R — R is 
called the TeichmMer modular group Mod(R). Every [w] acts on T(R) by 
[w]*([S J]) = [S,fo f l ] for all [S,f] in T(R). 
[w]* is called the Teichmhller modular transformation of[w\. 
The setMg all biholomorphic equivalence classes [S] of Riemann surface 
o 
S of genus g is called the moduli space of closed Riemann surface of genus g. 
Since for an arbitrary closed Riemann surface S of genus g there exists an 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of R onto S, M g a T(R)/Mod(R). 
Beltrami Coefficients 
For [S, f ] in T(R), we want to compare the complex structures of R and S. 
Take coordinates neighborhoods (U, z) and (V，w) on R and S respectively with 
f (U) in V , and F := w o f oz"1. Then the Beltrami coefficient off with respect to 
’F -
1 (U，z) [A= p^is a smooth function defined in z(U). One observes that 1^1 < 1 by 
virtue the fact that F is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism. It is 
independent of the choice of a local coordinate w on S but it depends on the 
choice of z on R. In fact, take coordinate neighborhoods (Uj, ZJ) and (Uk, zk) of R 
and (Vj，Wj) and (Vk, wk) of S such that f(Uj) in Vj and f(Uk) in Vk. Let ^ and 
be the Beltrami coefficients of f with respect to (U j^ ) and (Uk^k), 
respectively. Then 
dzb-i / dzki 、 
where z^j = zk。zj . 
According to this transformation formula the set of Beltrami coefficient 
of f on coordinate neighborhoods of R induces a differential form of type (-1,1) 
dz一一 ' 
⑷ Z ) H called the Beltrami coefficient off on R. Also l^(z)l does not depend 
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on the local coordinates on R. So \\x(z)\ is a continuous function on R. The L00 -
norm錄s given by |l|il loo = s ^ < 1. 
Let f : R — S be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism and {(Va , 
w a ) } a e A be a system of coordinate neighborhoods on S. Then the system of 
coordinate neighborhoods {(f-1(Va),wao f ) } a E A defines a complex structure on 
R. The resulting Riemann surface is denoted by Rf. Thus [S,f] = [Rf，id] in T(R) 
represents a deformation of the complex structure on R, and the Beltrami 
coefficient of f is used to measure the deviation of f from conformality. 
Proposition 1.1. For Riemann surfaces R, S and T and orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms f : R — S and g : S — T. Then 
一 f z ^Qf-lj 
In particular, for orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms fj： R — Sj (j=l,2), f 2 ° 
f 1 :Sj — S2 is biholomorphic o ^ = 
We consider the geometric meaning of the Beltrami coefficients. Let f : D 
D' be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between domains D, D' in C. 
Let L(z) = fz(z0) z + fz(z0) 一z be the linear term of the Taylor expansion of f at 
z0 E D. The linear mapping L sends a circle in the z-plane to an ellipse in the w-
plane. Since 
lfz(z0)l (l-lMf(zo)l)lzol ^ IL(z)l ^ lfz(z0)l (l+lMf(zo)l)lzol, 
the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis of the ellipse is 
… 、 l + l M f ( z o ) ' 
吵 0 ) = I - I ^ Z q ) ! ’ 
f ^ \ 
where (^Zq) = is the Beltrami coefficient of f at Zq. f : D — D' is called a 
" l+Wz)丨 , 
quasiconformal mapping if K f 二 溫 丄 • 丨 ‘ z ) | < K f is called the maximal 
dilatation of / • 
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Let B(R)! be the set of Beltrami coefficients of all orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of a fixed Riemann surface R on Riemann surfaces. Define a 
topology on B(R)i by using the L00 -norm. 
Let Diff+(R) be the group of all orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms 
on R onto R and let Diff0(R) be a normal subgroup which consists of all elements 
in Diff+(R) homotopic to id. 
The action of Diff+(R) on B(R)i is given by 
、 wz Mf-Mw , 
w*(Mf) 二 Mf owi = — i — n 
wz Mw Mf 
where w E Diff+(R) and ^ E B(R) r 
Theorem 1.2. For orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms f : R — S and g : R 
—S、, there exists a biholomorphic mapping h : S o ixg = for some 
winDiffJR). 
Moreover, g-J oh of is homotopic to identity ofR ow EDiff0(R). 
Proof . 玲 w := g"1 oh of • Then 〜=Ph。f。w-i = MfoW1 = w*(Mf) 
<=By the above proposition, h := g owof-1 is biholomorphic. 
• 
Corollary. The mapping which sends (SJ) to ^ in B(R)j induces 
T(R) ^ B(R)1/Dijf0(R) 
MgsB(R)]/Diff+(R). 
2. Fuchsian model and Discrete subgroups of Aut(H) 
Definition. If a universal covering surface of a Riemann surface R is the 
upper half plane H, its covering transformation group r is called a Fuchsian 
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model of R. An open set F of H is a fundamental domain for a Fuchsian model r 
if F satisfies 
1. Y(F) n F = (() Vy e r \ { i d } 
2. H = yrv(F) where F is the closure of F in H 
3. The boundary dF of F in H has measure zero with respect to 2-
dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
00 
We take the compact-open topology on Aut(H). That is, {Yn}n=1o f A u t ( H ) 
converges to 7 E Aut(H) i f y n converges uniformly to y on compact subsets of H 
as n — 00 . Identifying Aut(H) with the Lie group PSL(2，R)，we observe this 
topology is equivalent to the Lie group topology. 
A discrete subgroup of Aut(H) is called a Fuchsian group. Since SL(2,R) 
is second countable, a Fuchsian group consists of a countable number of 
elements. 
Proposit ion 1.3. For a subgroup 厂 of Aut(H)，the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. r is a Fuchsian group. 
2. There exists no sequence of mutually distinct elements of 尸 which 
converges in Aut(H). 
3. F acts properly discontinuously on H. 
Proof. (2)=>(1) and (3)=>(1) follow from the definition. 
(1)=>(2) If not.彐 a sequence {y n}^= 1 of distinct elements of r which 
1 00 1 • -1 
converges to Y e Aut(H). Then { vn >n=1 converges to r 1 E Aut(H). Since vn 
o Yn+1 E r\{ id} and id is not an isolated point of r , r is not discrete. 
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(!)=> (3) If not. 3 z o E H and a sequence ( Y n C i ° f d i s t i n c t e l e m e n t s o f 
r such that Yn(z0 ) — w0 E H as n — oo. Since {Yn}~=1 i s a n o r m a l f a m i l y , w e 
assume that {7„}°° converges uniformly on compact subsets of H to a n n=l 
holomorphic function y on H. From the following lemma y E Aut(H). r is not 
Fuchsian. 
• 
Lemma 1.4. Let {yS^  be a sequence of Aut(H) which converges uniformly 
on compact subsets ofH to a holomorphic function f on H. Then f E Aut(H) or f 
A 
is a constant function c ER. 
Proposit ion 1.5. Let r is a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface of genus 
A 00 . 00 r^  I Jf 
g>2. V^ER, Ba sequence {yJn^ of T such that {yn(^}n=1 converges to Z Vz 
EH. 
Lemma 1.6. Let y be a hyperbolic element of a Fuchsian group r and d E 
I\id}. Then the fixed point sets satisfy either Fix(y) = Fix(d) or Fix(y) H Fix(d)= 
f 
Proof. I f not. By Aut(H)-conjugation, assume that Fix(v) = {0,oo} and Fix(v) H 
f ^ ° 1 j „ f a b I 
F i x® = {oo}. Then matrix representations A = 〇 and B = • a_x ot y 
J L • 
and 5 respectively, where \ E R+\{1} and a，b E R\{0}. Cn = B An B 1 A"n = 
: a b ( l - ^ n | f o r a l l n £ Z 
\J X 
0 1 J as n 一+oo. l f k > 1, then Cn 
r .= r i 1 as n 一 -oo Thus ( C„ consists of distinct elements. By the ^ •"" |_U J j " . L n J n=-oo 
previous theorem, r is not discrete. 
Lemma 1.7. Let r be a Fuchsian group containing y0(z) = z + 1. Then every y 
E r having a real matrix representation A = [二 j ] where IAI = 1 satisfies Id > 
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1 provided that c ^ 0. 
Proof. I f not. There exists 7 E T such that 7 has a matrix representation A E. 
I" 1 1 "I A 
SL(2,R) with 0 < l c l < 1. Let A0 = [ 0 1 J b e a m a t r i x ^presentation of y0. A t 
= A and A n + 1 = AnAoA^1. for all n E N where 
r 2 _ 
A _ |-an bn r = l -an- fn- i V i 
； n = L ° n dn J : = [ - c l , l+^Cn.! • 
1 
Thus cn = -c2n_1 — 0 as n-^00. Inductively, lanl < max { lal , } V n E N. 
So A — AQ as n — 00. It contradicts the discreteness of r . 
n • 
Theorem 1.8. Every element of a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface of genus 
g>2 consists of the identity and hyperbolic elements. 
Proof. Since every y E r \ { i d } has no fixed points on H, it is hyperbolic or 
parabolic. Assume that r contains a parabolic element y0. By Aut(H)-conjugation, 
Yo(z) = z + 1. From lemma 1.6，any 7 E r \ { id} withyC00) = 00 is parabolic, which 
is written as y(z) = z + b for b E R. Hence = { y E T : v ( ° ° ) = ⑵ } is a cyclic 
group. Y0 is supposed to be a generator for r ^ . 
Since every y(z) = with ad-bc = 1, y ^ rXT^ satisfies c 类 0. So Icl 
>• 1 Thus Imv(z) < ——-~r< 1 for all Imz > 1. U0 := { z E H : Im > 2 } . Then 
(Imz)lcl2 
any 2 points on U0 are not equivalent under any element of rXT^ , So D 0 
Uq/Too is biholomorphic to a domain Rq in R and to { z E C : 0 < Izl < 1 }. 
Because Yo corresponds to a non-trivial element of the fundamental group of R, 
"R^" is not simply connected. Thus "R^" is homeomorphic to { z E C : 0 < Izl < 1 
}. This contradicts that R is compact. • 
3. Fricke Space 
Let r be a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface R of genus g ^ 2. V 5 E 
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Aut(H), r = Sra-^isalsoa Fuchsian model of R. In order to assign uniquely a 
Fuchsian model T to a given marking 2 = { [Aj]，[Bj] } f= 1 on R, we impose the 
normalization conditions : 
1. |3g has its repelling and attractive fixed points at 0 and oo respectively. 
2. a g has its attractive fixed point at 1, 
where aj and Pj are the elements of r correspond to [Aj ] and [Bj ] respectively. 
Proposition 1.9. For a given marking I on a Riemann surface R of genus g 
>2, a canonical system of generators { aj，Pj }】=1 of a Fuchsian model r of R 
which satisfies the normalization conditions with respect to H is uniquely 
determined by [R , I ] in Tg. 
Proof. Let R丨 be another Riemann surface of genus g and S' be a marking 
on it such that [ R , 2 ] = [ R' , 2' ] in Tg. Then there exists a biholomorphic 
mapping f : R — R，such that f*(2) is equivalent to A lift T e Aut(H) of f is 
taken to satisfy a ^ To a jo T"1 and ？ o pj o f1，where { a'j，P'j }f=1 is 
the canonical system of generators of a Fuchsian model of R! which satisfies the 
normalization conditions with respect to From (1) and (2), T = id. Thus aj = 
a'； and & = • 
J J J • 
Lemma 1.10. Let { aj ，pj }8j=1 is the canonical system of generators of the 
normalized Fuchsian model Ffor [R,^] in Tg. If an element y(z) = ^ ^ of{ aj 
,Pj}j=i does not coincide with Pg, then be 本 0. 
By this lemma, the canonical system { aj , Pj }f=l of generators of the 
normalized Fuchsian model r for [R,2] in Tg is uniquely written in the form 
ajZ+bj a>iz+b>i 
where E R , 纖 > 0 and ajdj-bjCj _ a ' jd ' j -b ' jc ' j = 1 ( j = 1，…g_l). 
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The Fricke coordinates Jg : Tg -> R6S"6 are given by 
J g ( [ R , 2 ] ) =⑷巧礼乂丄而 ’(!、，... ag+Cg+dg j，、小�]，d 'g ] ) . 
It can be checked that 乂g is injective. The image Fg = rg (Tg ) is called the 
Fricke space of Riemann surface of genus g. We take the relative topology of Fg 
in R6g_6. Since : Tg — Fg is bijective, a topology on Tg is defined by 
identifying Tg with Fg. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Hyperbolic Geometry and Fenchel-Nielsen Coordinates 
1. Poincarfc Metric and Hyperbolic Geometry 
Poincarfe Metric 
2 Idzl2 
The Poincarfe metric on H is defined by dsH = — . T h e M 6 b m s 
transformation Y ： H A given by Y ( Z )=结 induces the Poincarfe metric ds2 = 
4ldzl2 A t t on A . 
(1-lzl2)2 
The Poincar厶 distance function on A is defined as follows. V zx, z2 E A, 
p(z1?z2) = inf f where C varies over all rectifiable curves in A which 
c 1 -1 zl 
i 
connect Zj and t^, 
Schwarz-Pick's lemma 2.1. Every holomorphic mapping f : A A satisfies 
腳 ； 1 
l-\f(z)\2 “ l-\z\2 ‘ 
If the equality holds at one point in A, then f is a biholomorphic automorphism, 
and the equality holds at all points. 
Corollary. Every holomorphic mapping f : A A satisfies 
f K f i z t l f i z i ) ) ^ P(zi,z2) Z1,Z2EA. 
G e o d e s i e s 
For every rectifiable closed arc C in A, 1(C) := J* ds is called the 
c 
hyperbolic length of C.V z1} z2 £ A, a rectifiable closed arc C is called a geodesic 
connecting z1 and z2 in A if pCzj^) = KQ-
.. 14 
Proposit ion 2.2.  EA'  3 a uni(iue S^desic connecting z； and z2 in 
A. MoreoverlUt is a subarc of the circle or the line segment which passes through 
Zj and Z2 and is orthogonal to dA. 
Remark. When 7 e Aut(A) is hyperbolic, y has 2 distinct fixed points on dA. The 
part in A of the circle or the line segment which passes through these points and is 
orthogonal to dA is called the axis ofAy of y. Ay is invariant under the action by 
Y-
Hyperbolic Metric on a Riemann Surface 
Let R be a Riemann surface whose universal covering is 
biholomorphically equivalent to A. The covering transformation group r acting 
on A will be called a Fuchsian model of R. Let 3t: A — R = A/T be the projection. 
Since the Poincarfe metric ds2 is invariant under the action by r , a Riemannian 
metric ds^ on R which satisfies Jt^ Cds )^ = ds2 is obtained and is called the 
hyperbolic metric on R. Since T s j^CRto), yET corresponds to [Cy] E Jt i^po). 
In particular, y determines the free homotopy class of Cy. We say that 7 covers the 
closed curve Cr 
Wheny E T is hyperbolic; the closed curve Ly = Ay—>； the image on R 
of Ay, is the unique geodesic belonging to the free homotopy class of Cy. Ly is 
called the closed geodesic corresponding to y. 
Proposit ion 2.3. Let R be a Riemann surface with universal covering H, 
and r be a Fuchsian model ofR acting on H. Let 
y(z) = a,b,c,d ERf ad-bc = 1, 
be a hyperbolic element ofT, and Ly be the closed geodesic on R corresponding 
\ / KLYK 
to y. Then tr2(y) = 4cosh2[ 
Pants 
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Consider a Riemann surface R which admits the hyperbolic metric cut by 
a family of mutually disjoint simple closed geodesies on R. Let P be a relative 
compact connected component of the resulting union of subsurfaces. I f P 
contains no more simple closed geodesic of R, P is triply connected and 
homeomorphic to { jzl < 2} \ { lz+11 < j or lz-11 < j }• A relative compact 
subsurface P of R is called a pair of pants of R if P is triply connected and i f 
every connected component of the relative boundary of P in R is a simple closed 
geodesic on R. 
Fix a pair of pants P of R. Let F be a Fuchsian model of R acting on A, n 
:A — R = A/r be the projection. Let P be a connected component of j tKP ) . The 
subgroup RP := { 7 E T : y(P) = P } is a free group generated by 2 hyperbolic 
transformations, and P = P/Tp. 
Let P = A/Tp. Then P is a triply connected surface obtained from P by 
attaching a suitable doubly connected region along each boundary component. 
A A 
r p is a Fuchsian model of P. Therefore, P is the unique pair of pants of P and is 
called the Nielsen kernel of P. P is called the Nielsen extension of P. 
Existence and Uniqueness of Pants 
The relationship between the complex structure of a triply connected 
domain Q and the hyperbolic structure of the unique pair of pants P of Q 
(induced by the hyperbolic metric on Q) will be considered. 
Let L i ,L2 and L3 be the boundary components, which are simple closed 
geodesics,,of the pair of pants P. Let r 0 be a Fuchsian model of Q acting on A. 
Then r 0 is a free group generated by 2 hyperbolic transformations 71 and y2- It 
is assumed that 71 and y2 cover L i and L2 respectively. 
Theorem 2.4^  For any given triple (ai,a2,a3) of positive number, there exists a 
triply connected planar Riemann surface Q such that l(Lj) = aj where j = 1,2,3. 
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Proof. Let Cx be the part of the imaginary axis in A. Fix another 
geodesic C^ on A such that the Poincarfe distance between Cx and C2 is equal to 
a i/2. Geodesies on A from which the Poincarfe distance to Cx are equal to a3/2 
form a real one-parameter family. Hence there exists a geodesic C3 in this family 
such that the Poincarfe distance between C2 and C3 is equal to a2/2. 
Let { Z1)Z2 }，{ z3^4 } and { z5>z6 } be the pairs of the points in D 
uniquely determined by the conditions 
等 P(Zl72) = a l1 2 Z1 E C 1 ' Z 1 e C 2 ' 
p(z3 >z4) = a 2I2 Z3 E C2I z4 E C3� 
p(z5>z6) = a 3/2 z5 E C3, Z6EC1. 
respectively. Let L \ t L'2 and L'3 be the geodesies connecting the pairs { z ^ }» { 
Z3^4 } and { z5)z6 } respectively. 
3 t 
Let D be the hyperbolic hexagon bounded by { Cj, L'j } j _ r Let rij be the 
reflection with respect to Cj j=l,2,3- Yi •= 0 ”2 a n d Y2 ^ ”3 ° ” 1 a r e t h e 
hyperbolic elements of Aut(A). Let r 0 be the group generated by y2 a n d 72-
Then Q = A/T0 is triply connected, and that the unique pair of pants P of 
Q is the interior of the set obtained by identifying the boundary of D U ^ ( D ) 
under the action by r 0 . • 
Theorem 2.5. The complex structure of a pair of pants P is uniquely determined 
by the hyperbolic lengths of the ordered boundary components of P. 
Proof, see [Ke]. Suppose that a pair of pants of P is given. Let , be the 
hyperbolic length of the boundary component Lj (j=l,2,3) of P, and r 0 be a 
Fuchsian model of P acting on H. Let { Yi"2 > b e a system of generators of r 0 . 
Assume Yk cover L k (k=l,2,3) where y3:= (y2 07i)_1-
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3 
It sufficeslo show that Yi and y2 are uniquely determined by { aj } - = r 
Assume 
Yx(z) = X2 z 0 < X < 1, 
Y2(Z) = ad-bc = 1，c > 0，and 
that 1 is the attractive fixed points of y2-
a-d 
Then 72(°°) = a/c > 0 and a+d > 0，since the middle-point of 2 fixed 
points of 丫乏 has a value less than y2(°°)-
Write Y 3 " 1 (Z) = ^ ^ ps - qr = 1. Assume [ p, q, r, s ] = [aX, b/X, cX, dIX 
].The middle-point^-of 2 fixed points of 竹―1 has a value greater than 
So p + s < 0. 
By proposition 2.3，we have 
+ = 4cosh2(ai/2), 
(a+d)2 = 4 cosh2(a2/2), 
(p+s)2 = 4 cosh2(a3/2). 
3 
Therefore, Yi and y2 a r e uniquely determined by { aj } j = r . - - n 
Corollary. Every pair of pants of P has an anti-holomorphic automorphism 
Jp of order 2. Moreover, FJp = {zEP : Jp(z) = z ； consists of 3 geodesies { Dj }j=1 
in P satisfying : 
For every j二 1’2’3, Dj has the endpoints on, and is orthogonal to, both Lj 
and Lj+it where L4 = Lj. 
2. Fenchel-Nielsen Coordinates 
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Pant Decomposition 
Fix [ R,2 ] in Tg. A set L of mutually disjoint simple closed geodesies on 
a Riemann surface R of genus g > 2 is called maximal i f there is no set L' which 
includes L properlyyA maximal set L := { Lj of mutually disjoint simple 
closed geodesies on R is called a system of decomposing curves, and the family P 
= { Pk consisting of all connected components of RXU^^ j the pants 
decomposition of R corresponding to L. It can be checked that N = 3g-3 and M = 
2g-2. 
Geodesic Length Functions 
Fix [R,2 ] in Tg, and a system L = { Lj of decomposing curves on R. 
For every t in Tg, the point in Tg corresponding to t is denoted by [ R t � 2 t ]• 
Then, a system Lt = { Lj(t) } f= 1 of decomposing curves on R t can be uniquely 
determined, where Lj(t) is the projection of the axis of an element of the 
Fuchsian model of R t which covers f t(Lj) for every j. 
For every t E F g and j , l j (t) := l (L j (t)) is called the geodesic length 
function for Lj. 
By proposition 2.3, every length function lj(t) is real analytic on Fg. 
Twisting Parameters 
For all j , let Pj i and Pj 2 be 2 pairs of pants in P having Lj as a boundary 
components. Let h and J2 be the reflection of Pj,i and Pj)2 respectively. Take a 
fixed point Cj,k of Jk on Lj for each Pj’k (k=l,2). An orientation on Lj is fixed. 
Each 喻 is the end point on Lj of the geodesic Dj i k joining Lj and another 
boundary component L j ^ in Pj,k-
For all t and j , let Pj i(t) and Pj,2(0 be the connected components of 
RtMJ^LjCt) corresponding to Pj,i and Pj,2，respectively. Let Lj,k(t) be the 
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boundary component of Pj)k(t) corresponding to Lj i kand Dj,k(t) be the geodesic 
joining Lj(t) and L j i k(t) in P j ik(t), and by Cj,k(t) the point of Dj’k(t) on Lj(t). Then 
each , ’k(t) is a fixed point of the reflection of Pj,k(t). 
Let Tj(t) be the oriented arc on Lj⑴ from Cj.iXt) to c j)2(t). 6j(t) := 2ji 
which is well-defined modulus 2rr, is called the twisting parameter with 
respect to Lj. 
Fenchel-Nielsen Coordinates 
A real-analytic mapping 邛：F g — (R+)3g-3 x (S1)3^-3 is defined by 
= (li(t),.. .l3g-3(t),exp(iei(t)),... exp(ie3g_3(t))). 
Lemma 2.6. Fix a single-valued continuous branch of the twisting parameter 
6j(t) on Fgfor all j. Then 印(t) ^ (h(t),..d3g-3(t)Mt),-'^3g-3(t)) is real-analytic 
on Fg which is called Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates of Tg associated with the 
system L of decomposing curves. 
Theorem 2.7. fp : Fg — (R+)ss-3 x R3s_3 is a homeomorphism. In particular, ip 
gives a system of global coordinates on Fg, and hence on Tg. 
Proof. A detailed proof is given for example in [Im，Ta]. 
Remark. 印：Fg — (R+)3g"3 x R3g"3 is a diffeomorphism. 
3. Fricke-Klein Embedding 
We shall describe a set of simple closed geodesies on a Riemann surface 
of genus g > 2 whose hyperbolic lengths determine the surface. 
Fix a Riemann surface R of genus g and a system L of decomposing 
curves on R. Let P be the pants decomposition of R corresponding to L. For all Lj 
E L, let Pj|i and P|2 be the elements of P having Lj as a boundary component. 
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For all I Wj ！= Pj,i U Lj U Pj,2 A simple closed geodesic A®，which 
intersect Lj Js fixed inWj. Let Aj be the unique simple closed geodesic which is 
freely homotopic to the simple curve obtained from A° by applying the Dehn 
twist with respect to Lj. 
For all t E Fg, let [ R t ^ t ] be the corresponding point of Tg. For any 
closed geodesic L on R, L(t) is expressed as the corresponding geodesic on Rt.Set 
lj(t):=l(Lj(t)) l3g_3+j(t):=l(Apt)) l6g-6+j(t) := 1(A; (t)) 
V j = l，".3g-3, and 
T(T) ：= (II(T),^I9G-9A)). 
Lemma 2.8. LetLj andL2 be mutually disjoint geodesies in H. Then p(z,w) is 
strictly convex on{ (z,w) : z ELjf w EL2}. 
Fix t0 in Fg, and $(t0) := (alv..a3g.3,air.. a3g.3) e (R+)3g_3 x R3g"3. Fix j 
and for all s E R, t(s) := ip-1(a1，..,a3g_3，a1、“aj-1，(xj+s”"cx3g_3). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.9. The positive function f(s) := / ( ^ V 办 川 is strictly convex 
and proper on R. In particular，there exists a unique value of s at which f attains 
its minimum. 
Proof. Let r o be the Fuchsian group represented by tQ, and such that Yj 已 
r o covers Lj(t0). On the axis of Aj of Yj，fix a point zD which is projected to an 
intersection point p of L j fe) and A°(to). Suppose that 5° E r Q covers A^to) and 
whose axis Bj passes through Zq. By the assumption, the projection of the 
I o 
geodesic I contained in Bj and connecting z0 to Zq := (z0) intersect Lj(t0) at q. 
Let Zq be the lift of q on I，and A. be the lift of Lj(t0) passes through zv 
For any z on an oriented geodesic L on H and any a e R, let z(a)L be the 
point on L obtained by translating z in the positive direction along L by 
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hyperbolic length a. Since t(s) represents the marked surface obtained from the 
surface represented by tG by twisting along Lj(t0) by hyperbolic length 玩 
l(Lj(t0)) s = s, we have 
f(s) = inf {p(z,w) + p(ws, 6°(z)s) } . 
z E A： w E A'j J 
A strictly convex function F : Aj x A'j x R — R+ is defined by 
F(z,w,s) = p(z,w(-s))+ p(w,6°(s)). 
Since p(z，w) — + oo as either z or w tend to 6H, F is proper. 
Theorem 2.10. �� 7 : Fg — (R+)9S-9 is a proper embedding. 
Proof. Since A、⑴ is freely homotopic to the curve obtained from A- (t) 
by applying the Dehn twist along Lj(t) for all j , l(A'j(t(s))) = l(AJ°(t(s+2rr)))= 
f(s+2?t). 
Since f(s) is strictly convex and proper on R, the mapping g : R — R2 by 
g(s) = (f(s),f(s+2jt)) 
is proper, injective, continuous. Hence g(s) is a proper embedding of R into 
(R+)2. 






Analytic Definitions of Quasiconformal Mappings 
D e f i n i t i o n A. Let f : D — C be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a 
domain D in C. f is said to be quasiconformal (qc) on D if 
I f is absolutely continuous on lines (ACL) on D. This means for any rectangle 
[a，b] x [c，d] in D,f(x,y) is absolutely continuous on [a,b] as a function of x for 
almost every y E [c，d]’ and f(x，y) is absolutely continuous on [c，d] as a function 
of y for almost every x E [a，b]. 
2. There exists a constant k E [0,1) such that I % 丨彡 k I fz I almost everywhere on 
D. Observe that by (1)，fz and % are well-defined and finite at almost every z E D. 
1+k 
f is said to be K-qc on D where K := j ^ . We call the infimum of K such 
that f is K-qc the maximal dilatation of f K f. We quote the following propositions 
which classify the meaning of fz and % . The first proposition is due to Gehring 
and Lehto. [Im,Ta] 
Proposition 3.1. If a homeomorphism f : D — C has the partial derivatives 
f x and f y almost everywhere on D, then f i s totally differentiable almost everywhere 
on D. 
Proposition 3.2. I f f is quasiconformal on D, then f z and f j are locally 
square integrable on D. 
For all quasiconformal mapping f of a domain D，fz and f j are 
coincident with those in the sense of distribution. 
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Definition A*. Let f : D — C be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a 
domain D in C. f is said to be quasiconformal (qc) on D if 
r . The distributional partial derivatives of f with respect to z and z can be 
represented by locally integrable functions fz and on D respectively. 
2. There exists a constant k E [0,1) such that I % I < k I fz I almost everywhere on 
D. 
Theorem 3.3. Definition A and A1 of quasiconforrmal mappingss are equivalent. 
Proof. => The result follows from the proposition 3.2 . 
<= It suffices to show that f is ACL. 
Fix a rectangle R = [a，b] x [c，d] in D. Fix a point R(x0) on [a ’b] and x0 ：= 
[a’Xo] x [c,d]. The distributional partial derivatives of f with respect to x. Take 
q>l(x) q)2(y) ^ Cq (R(x0)>. Then 
JJ。)[fx](x，y) q)i(x) cp2(y) dxdy = - ‘ ) f(x,y) qp'xCx) cp2(y) dxdy. 
Let cp2(y) tend monotonously to the characteristic function of (c,r|), and 
then 
ri x 0 11 x o 
j J [fx](x,y) cpi(x) dxdy = -j* j f (x ,y) cp'Jx) dxdy. 
c a c a 
xo x0 
Since ri is arbitrary, j l f x ] (x ,y) q)i(x) dx = - jT(x,y) cp'^x) dx for almost 
a a 
every y on [c’d]. 
1 1 
For every sufficiently large n, choose qpi to be equal to 1 on [ ] ’ 
1 1 increasing on [ a,a+- ] and decreasing on [ X0--,X0 ]. Letting n — oo, we have 
xo 
JIfx](x,y) dx = f(x0，y) _ f(a’y) almost everywhere y E [c，d]. ( * ) 
a 
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The exceptional set of y depends on x0. Since E := [a’b]门 Q is countable, 
(*) holds almost everywhere on [c，d] for all x0 E E. Since both sides of (*) are 
continuous with respect to x0, and E is dense on [a，b]，(*) holds almost 
everywhere on [c，d] for all Xq E [a，b]. For all y such that (*) holds for every x0, 
f(x,y) is absolutely continuous with respect to x, and [fx] coincides with f x almost 
everywhere on [a,b]. 
The assertion is similar on the partial derivative of f with respect to y. 
Thus f is ACL on D. 
• 
Applying Weyl's lemma to the theorem, we get 
Corollary. A 1-qc mapping is conformal. 
Geometrical Definition of Quasiconformal Mappings 
A quadrilateral is a pair ( Q ^ i ^ ^ ^ ) o f a J o r d a n c l o s e d domain Q and 
4 points a n d o n w h i c h a r e mutually distinct and located in this 
order with respect to positive orientation of dQ. By Riemann's mapping theorem 
and the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, we get 
Proposition 3.4. For any quadrilateral (Q;q!,q2^3^4)'  there exists a 
homeomorphism h : Q — [0,a] x [0,b] which is conformal in intQ and satisfies 
h(qi) = 0, h(q2) = a, h(q3) = a + ib, and h( q4) = ib. 
Moreover, the modulus of the quadrilateral M(Q) := ^ is independent ofh. 
Concerning the moduli of quadrilaterals, we have the following estimates. 
Lemma 3.5. Every K-qc mapping f of a domain D satisfies 
^ KM(Q) V quadrilateral Q. 
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Usiilg the moduli of? quadrilaterals, we can define quasiconformal 
mappings without using partial derivatives. 
D e f i n i t i o n G. Let f be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a domain 
D into C f is quasiconformal on D if f satisfies 
3. There exists a constant K > 1 such that M(f(Q)) < K M(Q) • quadrilateral Q 
in D. 
Theorem 3.6. Definition A and G of quasiconformal mappingss are equivalent. 
Proof. => By lemma 3.5. 
<= To show that f is ACL on D. 
Fix R := [a，b] x [c，d] in D. F(y) := area of f([a，b] x [c’y]) V y E [c，d]. 
Since F(y) is a non-decreasing function, F is differentiate at almost every y E： 
[c，d]. Fix such y = y0, and r] := y - y0 > 0. 
Take a family { l j of mutually disjoint intervals of [a’b]，and Rj := l j x 
[y0，y] and Qj := f(Rj) V j. Let lj and l'j be the lengths of lj and f(IjX{y0}) 
respectively. 
Fix j and E > 0. Then 彐 a set { of points on f( l jx{y0}) such that 
n 
。= f (a j + iy0), 5n = f(bj + iYo) and _ U > l'j - 1 
n 
where lj := [aj,bj] and 另 I 。 _ Sk-l1 ^ i" w h e n r j _ 
Since f is uniformly continuous on R, take r\ sufficiently small, we assume 
that 
I f(x0 +;i(y0+©)，f(x0 + iy0) V x 0 E [a’b]，V|E [o，ri]. 
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Take any curve L in Rj connecting 2 sides of aRj which are parallel to the x-axis. 
n 
Then the length of f(L) is not less than ； := ^ I C k U _ 
On the other hand, let E : ^ := x [cj,^] — Qj be a homeomorphism 
and be conformal in intR. Then 
jifji^dx. 
Integrating both sides with respect to y on [司，ffj]，we have 1^ 2 < M(Qj) x area of 
Qj. 
L 
Since M(Qj) < K M(Rj) = K^, we have 
F(y) - F(y0) 
Since F is differentiable at y0, ~ ^ ^ c o n v e r g e s as r] — 0. In 
m m 
particular, every l'j is finite. Since IJ > l'j - e, we have V l'j 0 as V lj 0. Thus 
f(x，y0) is absolutely continuous on [a，b]. 
Similarly, f(x0,y) is absolutely continuous on [c’d] for almost every x0 E 
[a’b]. Thus f is ACL on D. 
2. We have to show that I f z I < k I fz I almost everywhere on D where k = 
K - l 
K+T-
By (1)，f is totally differentiable at almost every z in D. Fix z = ZQ. 
Assume %(z0) > 0. Then fz 乏 0. If fz = 0，the assertion is true. 
I f fz = 0，then consider f(z) = f(z0) +fz(z0) z + % (z0) z + o(lzl) in the 
neighborhood of z0. Let Re = [0,E] x [0，E] V E > 0. 
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Then f(Re) is approjimately the rectangle [ a, a + (fz(z0) z + % (z0) z ) e ] 
x [ b, b + (fz(z0) z。fz (z0) z ) e ] where f(z0) = a + ib. 
f Z (ZP) Z + F T (ZP) Z 
By Rengel's inequality [Le], K > M(f(Re)) >： 了 + o ( 1 ) ' 
fz(zo) z -%(z 0 ) z 
Therefore, l fz l < k l f z l when e — 0. 
• 
Using the equivalence of Definitions A，A• & G，we can prove the 
following results. 
Theorem 3.7. 
1. The inverse of a K-qc mapping is K-qc. 
2. K-quasiconformality is conformal invariant. 
3. VKJ-qc mapping f of a domain D and VK2-qc mapping offiD), g of is KJK2-
qc. 
Proposition 3.8. I f f is quasiconformal on a domain D, then f z ^ o almost 
everywhere on D. 
Thus, for every quasiconformal mapping f of a domain D, ^ = — is 
defined almost everywhere on D. Mf is called t he complex dilatation of f on D. 
Proposition 3.9. For all quasiconformal mapping f and g of a domain D, 
“ 0 , =  z ^ ^ almost everywhere on D. 
fz 厂 ^ f ^g 
2. Existence Theorem on Quasiconformal Mappings 
We shall show that for every measurable with \\\x\ < 1，there exists a 
quasiconformal mapping whose complex dilatation is equal to \x. 
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Let L°°(D) be the complex Banach space of all bounded measurable 
functions on a domain D in C. The norm is given by 
I Ifxl loo = ess.^ s^) ！fx(z)l, \x E L°°(D). 
Let BCD)! = { jx E L°°(D) : M < 1 }. Elements of B(D)i will be called 
Beltrami coefficient on D. 
We note that a quasiconformal mapping with the prescribed complex 
dilatation is unique as follows. 
Proposition 3.10. Let ^ E B(D)j. Suppose f and g are qc mappings on D. 
Then 叫二 = p • g o f 1 is a conformal mapping on f(D). 
For any [i E BCC)^ we consider how to solve the Beltrami differential 
equation 
fz = ^ fz-
The following classical Pompeiu's formula is to solve the "5 problem. 
Proposition 3.11. Fix p with 2 < p < oo. Letf be a continuous function on C 
whose distributional partial derivatives are represented by f z and f z of LP(C). 
Then 
for every open disk B in C. 
We define a linear operator P on LP(C) by setting 
Ph© : - X J J h(z) 0 dxdy, h E LP(C), ^ E C 
Lemma 3.12. For every p with 2 < p < ① and for every h E LP(C), Ph is a 
2 
uniformly Hdlder continuous function on C, with exponent ( 1 - -and satisfies 
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Ph(0) = 0. 
Moreover, Ph satisfies 
(Ph)i = h 
on C in the sense of distribution. 
Next, we need to obtain a suitable representation for (Ph)z. For h E CQ(C), 
we have the Green's formula 
The first term converges to 0 as s — 0. Let T be the linear operator T 
defined by 
几 ® = ， 。 恶 的 ] h e c o ( c ) -
Lemma 3.13. Every h E C:(C) satisfies 
(Ph)z = Th on C, and \\Th\\2 二 丨丨川l2-
The last equality implies tHat T is extended to a bounded linear operator 
on L2(C) into L2(C) with norm 1. We have considered P as that on LP(C) with p 
> 2; it turns out by the classical Calderdn-Zygmund's theorem that T also extends 
to a bounded linear operator on LP(C) into LP(C) with p > 2 as follows. 
Theorem 3 . 1 4 . ( Calder6n-Zygmund) For every pwith 2<p<oof 
C„ = sup \\Th\\D 
p heCS(C) m\p = l p 
is finite. Hence, the operator T is extended to a bounded linear operator of LP(C) 
into LP(C) with norm Cp. 
Moreover, Cp is continuous with respect to p. In particular, Cp satisfies 
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lim Cn = 1. 
p — 2 卞 
We shall assume this theorem (a detailed proof can be found in [Im，Ta]). 
In particular, we get 
Proposition 3.15. For any p >2 and every h E LP(C), 
(Ph)z = Th 
on C in the sense of distribution. 
Existence of the Normal Solution 
Theorem 3.16. Fix kE[0 ,1). Take p>2 withkCp < L Then for any " E 
B(C)j with W^^kand with compact support, there exists a unique continuous 
function f such that f(0) = 0, (fz -1) ELP(C), and 
fz = ^ f z 
on C in the sense of distribution. 
Sketch of proof. Lemma 3.12 says that the operator solves the 刁-problem. 
By the normalization conditions in the theorem, we get the formula 
f = P(f z ) + z = P(nfz) + z (1) 
Then by proposition 3.15, we have 
f z = T 0 x f z ) + l (2) 
Iterating (2) gives us 
f z = 1 + + T(\iT\i) + TCfxTCfxTfx)) + … 
Substituting back in (1) gives 
f = P(M-(1 + T [ X + T ( [ X T J X ) + . . . ) + Z. 
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• 
The function f is called the normal solution of the Beltrami equation for \i. Here 




for every EC and Kp is a constant. 
Corollary 2. Let { l ^ f . be a sequence in B(C)j satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. \\lXn\\oo<kfor every n, 
2. every ^ has a support in{zEC: Id < MJfor some constant M, and 
3. ^ converges to some jU EB(C)j almost everywhere on C as n — oo. 
Letfn and f be the normal solutions for i^and " respectively. Then f n — / 
uniformly on C as n — oo, and 
Choose a sequence in C^(C) with 11^ 1 L ^ k such that the support 
of ^ is contained in { z E C : Izl < M } for every n, and that Mn — P almost 
everywhere on C as n — oo. Let fn be the normal solution for ^ for every n. 
By a generalization of Weyl's lemma, it can be shown that fn is C1. 
Applying inverse mapping theorem, we get that fn is locally homeomorphism on 
C. Since f = P(jx(l + T[x ".)) + z, fn has a simple pole at z = oo. Thus fn is locally 
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• A 
homeomorphism on C. 
Lemma 3.17. If a function _ f t — t is locally homeomorphic, then f n is 
homeomorphic. 
A 
By the lemma, we getfn homeomorphic on C 
Lemma 3.18. Every f n satisfies 
- ⑷ “ 必 崎 M I ) - K M 1 - 2 ' " + M I ) u 
for every and Kp is a constant. 
Let and {fn}°°_ be as defined before. Then fn converges to f 
uniformly on C. Since 11^ 1 lp — IMIp, we can replace fn and Mn by f and … 
respectively. Hence f is a homeomorphism on C Since fz - 1 E L (C), so does fT 




Theorem 3.19. For every ix E B(C)lf there exists a homeomorphism f : C 
—t which is a qc mapping ofC with complex dilatation ^ 
Moreover, f is uniquely determined by the normalization conditions: 
f ( 0 ) = 0, f ( l ) 二 1，and f(oo) = oo. 
The function f is called the canonical \x-qc mapping of C and is denoted 
by f K 
Proof, The uniqueness follows by proposition 3.10 and the normalization 
conditions. We have to show the existence of f … 
Case(l): Suppose \i has a compact support； Let F be the normal 
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solution for jx. Then 
f [A(z) = pfey is the desired solution. 
Case(2). For [i = 0 almost everywhere in some neighborhood of the 
origine Set 
1 z n p(z) = ( = ) 2 almost everywhere on C. 
Then (X e B(C)! has a compact support. So there exists the canonical fX-qc 
mapping 伊 of C. By proposition 3.1，伊 is totally differentiable almost 
everywhere on C. At every such point of 1/z, the quasiconformal mapping 
f(z) = — ^ ~ 
f P(l/z) 
is totally differentiable so that we a can apply the chain rule. Thus we have 
i j 
杵 = = almost everywhere on C. 
So f satisfies the normalization conditions and is the desired solution. 
Finally, suppose that n is a general Beltrami coefficient. In this case, we set 
h = z E S, 
Then we have shown that f 叱 exists. Moreover, we set 
叱 = = ° (t 附 ） . 
( f � ^ 
Since ^ has a compact support, f ^ exists, g := f ^ o f is qc, and \ig = 




Then we state several applications of the existence theorem. 
Proposition 3.20. Every quasiconformal mapping of A onto a Jordan 
domain D is extended to a homeomorphism of~A onto D. 
Proposition 3.21. There exists no quasiconformal mappings of A onto C. 
Proposition 3.22. Let E BfWj. Then there exists a quasiconformal 
mapping w : H H with complex dilatation ]U. 
Moreover, w is uniquely determined by the normalization conditions: 
w(0) = 0, w(l) = 1， and =如. 
The function w is called the canonical \i-qc mapping of H and is denoted 
by wK 
3. Dependence on Beltrami Coefficients 
Some of the most important and useful facts on the canonical 
quasiconformal mapping f^ of C concern dependence of 伊 on the Beltrami 
coefficient p. 
Lemma 3.23. For every p > 2, 
-/y* 飞1/p 
where ix EB(C)2 and\\h\\p A = J! \h\P dxdy . 
Lemma 3.24. Fix p > 8. Let ^ E B(C)j satisfying < 1. Then the 
canonical \i-qc mapping f ^ o f t satisfies the following integral formula: 
j m 赛 t i f f 們 办 ) + 叔办 
for every ^EA, where g^(z)="力• 
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Proposition 3.25. If pi converges to 0 in B(C)h then the canonical \i-qc 
mapping ^converges to the identity locally uniformly on C. 
Theorem 3.26 Let Mt)} be a family of Beltrami coefficients depending on a 
parameter t. Suppose that \00-^Oast^O, and that (4” is differentiate at 
t = 0. This means 
l4t)(z) = tv(z) + te(t)(zh zEC, 
for some vye(t) EL°°(C) such that WeMW^ — 0 as t — 0. Then 
exists for every g e C , and the convergence is locally uniform on C. [ Im,Ta] 
Corollary. Let 刷} be a family of Beltrami coefficients depending on a 
parameter i. Suppose that f j ( t ) is dijferentiable at t = 0. This means 
^t)(z) 二 购)+ tv(z) + te(t)(z), zEC, 
for some EB(C)P v,e⑴ EL°°(C) such that t le�丨丨⑵— O ast — O. Then 
JP(0(Q =炉(Q + t'j^[v](Q + o(\t\), iec 
locally uniformly onCast-^O, where 
. 一 i rrv(z)m) mQ-D a m ^ l T f 




1. Analytic Construction of Teichmttllar Spaces 
Teichmttllar Space of a Riemann Surface 
We shall present a construction of Teichmmiar spaces by using 
quasiconformal mapping. 
For every Riemann surface R, take a universal covering R of R. By the 
Riemann mapping theorem, Ris one of C, C, or H. For every homeomorphism f 
of R onto another Riemann surface S, there exists a homeomorphism T, a lift of f, 
of R onto a universal covering § of S. f is said to be quasiconformal or K-qc if T 
is quasiconformal or K-qc. We consider the pair (S，f) as follows. 
(S，f) and (T,g) are called equivalent if g o f"1 is homotopic to a conformal 
mapping of S onto T. The set of all such equivalence classes [S,f] of (S,f) is called 
the Teichmhllar space T(R) of R. 
Teichmlkllar Spaces of a Fuchsian Group 
Fix a non-commutative Fuchsian model r of R acting on H. It is noted 
that the set of all fixed points of elements of r \{ id} contains at least 3 points. 
We assume that each of 0, 1, & oo is a fixed point of some element of 
r\{id}. We consider the lift T : H H of a quasiconformal mapping f : R — S 
which fixes each of 0’ 1，& T is called the canonical lift off with respect to 厂 
Using the canonical lift 7, we have an injective homomorphism 
9? : T P S L ( 2 , R ) 
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which is defined by = T o 7 o T"1,7 E r . 
Then we have an isomorphism 6f of r onto another Fuchsian group r := 
T r 7-1，and S = H/rv 
Lemma 4.1. [ S , f \ = [ T j g ] inT(R) • d } =『g. 
T # ( r ) := { 9 f : T is a canonical quasiconformal mapping of t such that T 
rT"1 is a Fuchsian group } is called the reduced TeichmMar space of r . 
Let QC(r) = { a)：⑴ is a canonical quasiconformal mapping of t such 
that ⑴ r or1 is a Fuchsian group }.⑴丄 and ⑴2 are equivalent i f ⑴丄=co2 on R. 
The TeichmMar space of r is defined by T ( r ) = {[⑴]一⑴ e QC( r ) }• 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that R is compact, 2 quasiconformal mappings f : R S 
and g :R->T satisfy &} = GTg if and only if J = g on R. 
Remark. T(r ) s T#(r) when R = H/r is a closed Riemann surface. 
Proposition 4.3. Let T be a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface R. Then 
T(R) s p ( r ) . Moreover, ifR is compact, then T(R) ^T(r). 
Teichmlillar Distance 
Definition. A bounded measurable function p on H satisfying 
网 _ (网 0 Y) ^ almost everywhere on H, 7 E T. (* ) 
is called a Beltrami differential on H with respect to r . 
Remark. If [S,f] E T(R), then the complex dilatation 网 of the canonical lift 
T o f f with respect to r satisfies (*) become 6f(Y) ol = 1 ET. 
Conversely, 
if T : H — H satisfies \xf = ([if o y) almost everywhere on 
H, Y E T, then T projects to a quasiconformal mapping of R onto the Riemann 38 
surface H/0f(r). 
Definition. Let B(H，r) be the set of all Beltrami differential on H with respect 
to r . Set B(H,Di = { ^ ^ B(H，r) : IMloo < 1 } Where \i is called the Beltrami 
coefficient on H with respect to f： 
Similarly, we call a measurable (-l，l)-form j ^ o n R such that ll^l loo < 
OO a Beltrami differential on R. Let B(R) be the set of all Beltrami differential on 
R. Set B(R)i = { [ x e B(R): \\\i\ L < 1 } where \i is called the Beltrami coefficient 
on R. 
Remark. B(R) and B(H,r) can be canonically identified with norms. 
Definition. For any P l = [Spf]，p2 = [S2,g] E T(R), let !Ff.g be the set of all 
quasiconfofmal mappings of Sx onto S2 which are homotopic to g o f"1. The 
TeichmMar distance on T(R) between px and p2 is defined by 
d(Pi,P2) = i n f log K(h) h e 
where K(h) is the maximal dilatation of h. 
When R is compact, we define a topology on T(R) by the Teichmtlllar 
distance. 
Theorem 4.4. T(R) is complete with respect to the TeichmMar distance. 
Proof. Take any Cauchy sequence { pn = [Sn，4]}二=1 in T(R) with respect to the 
Teichmilllar distance d. V e > 0’ 彐 N(e) such that, V n,m > N(e),彐 a 
quasiconformal mapping fn m homotopic to fm o V 1 and satisfying that 
llMn mll0o<e i where Mti m = Mfnm- I n particular, we find a subsequence {pn.} 
and a sequence {fn:n.+1>n-i o f quasiconformal mapping such that 
I ' 
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「 Now,let p0 be the base point of T(R). Because {d(p0,pn)}^=1 is a bounded 
sequence, we assume K(fn) < K for all n with large K. Since 
we have g j = fn j ^ o fn j � o … o 、 i s a quasiconformal mapping of R onto 
S„，and satisfies nj 
j - l 
K ( g j ) < K j q [ ( l + 4 x 2 - 0 -
Thus {KCgj)}^^ is a bounded sequence. Set Kx = sup {K(gj)}. 
Let g| be the canonical l ift of gj with respect to T V j. Then Mj = M-ij E 
J 1. - K 
B O i D ” and 11^ 1 U < kx = t + ^ • Also we have 
“ - 一 丨 丨 ^ ^ 丨 。 0 , 1 ^ ^ V J 
In particular, {^>00 is a Cauchy sequence in B(H，r). Hence, Mj ^ i n B(H,r) as n 
00, and satisfies lljxl U < kx. 
Let T be the canonical fx-qc mapping of H which belongs to QC(r). Let p 
=[S，f] E T(R) determined by 6T. Since 
tanh [ 华 ] ^ I L ^ 1 ^ ) 2 叫•…丨。0， 
pn — p as j — 00. Thus pn — p. 
• 
Fix [R x， f j E T(R). By setting 
[ f i ] * ([S，fl) = [S，f。fr1]， [ S , f ] e T(R), 
we define a surjective mapping [ f j * ； T(R) — T(Rx) with base point [Rx，id]. 
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Proposition 4.5. : T(R) TfRj) is an isometrical homeomorphism 
with respect to the Teichmhller distances. In particular, T(Rj) is homeomorphic to 
.T(R). 
Definition 4.6. By proposition 4.5, T(R) are mutually homeomorphic for 
all closed Riemann surfaces R of genus g 乏 2. The Teichmtlllar spaces for such R 
is independent of the base point. We denote such a space by Tg, and call it the 
Teichmhllar space of genus g. 
2. Teichmttller Mappings and Teichmflller's Theorems 
Holomorphic Quadratic Differentials 
Let (U ’ Zj) be a coordinate neighborhood of a Riemann surface R. A 
holomorphic quadratic differentials on R is defined by a fami ly {qpj} of 
holomorphic functions cpj on Zj(Uj) satisfying 
/dziv 2 
( g ) o n U j A Uj. 
We write 
qp = qp(z) dz2. 
Analogously, a holomorphic function cp(z) on H wi l l be called a 
holomorphic automorphic form with respect to r i f 
(p(Y(z)) Y'(Z)2 = qp(z), z E H, Y ^  T. 
Def in i t i on . Let A2(R) be the complex vector space of all holomorphic 
quadratic differentials on R. Let A2(H,r) be the complex vector space of all 
holomorphic automorphic form with respect to r . 
Remark•劣�.A2(R) and A2(H,D are naturally identified. 
Teichmttller Mappings 
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Definition. Let A2(R)i =; { (p e A2(R) : ll(pl li ：= 20* ㈣⑵1 d x d y < 1 >• 
R 
Let q) E A 2 (R) I - By proposition 3.22, we can find a quasiconformal 
mapping f such that 
Mf = iM i i r f r -
Further, [f(R),f] is well-defined. 
Definition. f is called a TeichmMer mapping for cp. 
We shall show that the mapping T : A 2 (R ) I — T(R) is defined by 
<r(q)) = [f(R),f], qp E A2(R) l5 
is a surjective homeomorphism in Theorem 4.14 where f : R — f(R) is a 
Teichmilller mapping for cp 本 0，and f = id for qp = 0. 
Remark. We shall identify the following Teichmilller spaces T(R), Tg, 
x marked (by using marked Riemann surfaces of genus g) and T(R)dlffeo(by using 
orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms) by the following mappings. 
Fix a marking 2 = { [A j3 j ] } f = i on R, A mapping % : T(R) — Tg脳 rked is 
given by 
02([S，f])=、[S，f*(2)], [S,f] E T(R), 
where f*(2) = ^ ( [ � ] ) ， ^ ^ ] ) } ^ . The bijective mapping of T(R) into Tg is 
given by the Definition 4.6. Moreover, ^ ： T(R)diffe。— T g ^ked i s shown in 
Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 4.7. fe ； T(R) — Tgold and : T(R) — Fg are bijective. In 
particular, Fg = ！Fgo^T(R)). 
Teichmttller's Theorems 
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We start with Teichmttller's uniqueness theorem. The sketch of proof of 
the theorem will be contained in section 3. 
Teichmllller s uniqueness theorem 4.8. Let f be a TeichmMer mapping for 
q, EA2(R)lf and lei 7((p) = [S,fl Then every quasiconformal mapping g : R S 
which is homotopic to f satisfies 
W^gWoo^W^oo-
Moreover,丨丨〜丨丨如二丨丨/^丨丨卬分兮：/ 
Assuming the Teichmtlller's uniqueness theorem, we can have the 
following results. 
Corollary. Tand ^are injective. 
Lemma 4.9. is open in Fgf and 吁 is a homeomorphism onto its 
image. 
Proof. It can be checked that 宁 : = ^ ^ : A 2 ( R ) I — Fg is continuous. Since 
宁 is injective and A 2 ( R ) I is homeomorphic to R6§"6 by Riemann-Roch theorem, 
Brouwers1 theorem on invariance domain gives the assertion, 
• 
Remark. The Riemann-Roch theorem: On compact Riemann surface of 
genus g, the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials has dimension 1 if g=l 
and 3g-3 if g > 2. 
Lemma 4.10. T: A2(R)j — T (R ) i s a homeomorphism onto its image. 
Proof. By the Corollary and Theorem 4.8, T 1 = ^^oCTgofe) is well-defined on E 
= T ( A 2 ( R ) ) It can be checked that 乂go(|)2 ： T(R) — Fg is continuous. So T l is 
continuous on E. It suffices to show that T is continuous on R 
Fix q) E A 2 ( R ) I , and set p = T(QP) Consider the surjective 
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isometry [ f j * : T(R) — TCR^. We define a mapping ^ =力砷炉而]*-1。々： 
A2(R)i^Fg as^. 
Since T： (q))=巧(0)，^o 于 : A 2 ( R ) ! — A y R ^ is well-defined in some 
neighborhood of cp, and is a homeomorphism onto its image. Hence, "T is 
continuous at qp ^ is continuous at 0. 
Take any sequence {ipn}°°_1 in A2(R)i such that llipnlli — 0 as n — oo. 
e H—- x 
Since the maximal dilatation of a Teichmtlller mapping for 屮 n is equal to 
• . 1 + 丨丨％丨丨 1 W l l 。 
1 -丨丨病 V n ' 
we have 
1 + llipnMi 
< log — 0 as n — 00. 
Thus 巧 is continuous at 0. Since qp is arbitrary,亇 is continuous . 
• 
It can be checked that T(R) and Fg are connected. We use it to show the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.12. Tand 矛are surjective. 
Proof. It suffices to show the assertion for T. 
Since E = CTgo(t)2:)-1(^(A2(R)i)) i s OPen i n t h e connected T(R), we have to 
show 3E in T(R) is empty. 
Suppose dE 本中.Take [S,f] e dE. Then 彐 a sequence {q)n}^=1 in A2(R)! 
such that T(q)n) — [S,f], and 丨丨^丨丨丄—1 as n — oo. Let fn be a Teichmtlller 
mapping for (pnr Set T(cpn) = [Sn,fn]. There exists a quasiconformal mapping hn : 
Sn — S which is homotopic to fofn_i V n such that \\\ihJ 0 as n oo. In 
particular, we have 
I |^igJ ^ < k for some k < 1 
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where gn 七 hf"1 o|&and n E N. 
On the other hand, since gn is homotopic to fn，Teichmtlller's uniqueness 
theorem implies that 
I l ^ l l o o ^ l l ^ f j loo = lltPnl l i 1 as n 00. 
This is a contradiction. Hence dE is empty. 
•“ 
By using lemma 4.12，for every [S,f] E T(R), there exists cp E A2(R)x such 
that T(q)) = [S,f]. Thus for every qc mapping f : R — S, there exists cp E A2(R)! 
such that Hf = llq)l ！ ^ can be solved. Thus we have the Teichmtlller mapping g 
which is homotopic to f. Then we obtain the Teichmtlller's existence theorem. 
T e i c h m i U l e r s existence theorem4.13. For every quasiconformal 
mapping f : R — S’ there exists a TeichmWer mapping homotopic to f . 
Summarize the above results, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.14. T : A2(R)i — T(R) is a surjective homeomorphism. In 
particular, T(R) is homeomorphic to A2(R)p and hence to 牧 6 . 
Corollary. T(R), Tg, T(R)old， Tgold, Fg’ and 购-6 are mutually 
homeomorphic to each other. 
3. Teichmilllerfs Uniqueness Theorem 
Let 屮 e A2(R)1\{0}. If PO e R is not a zero of QP, then cp1/2 = cp(z)1/2dz 
has a single valued holomorphic branch in some neighborhood U of p0, and the 
conformal mapping defined by 
P 
働 = j y / 2 ， P E U 
Po 
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which is called a (p-coordinate around p0 ‘》 
At a zero p0of q) of order m ^ 1, it can be shown that qp is written in the 
form 
cp = zm dz2 
for a local coordinate z on some neighborhood U of po； Hence, we see that 
^P) = 5TT2z(m+2) /2 
cannot be single-valued in any neighborhood of p0. We may consider that t, 
mappingss { z E C : 0< arg z < 2JT, 0 < Izl < r } conformally onto { ^ E C : 0 < 
arg z < (m + 2>t, 0 < Izl < ^ + 2 } spread over the tplane. We also call 
coordinate around p0. 
Now, we consider the l i ft qj E A2(H，r) of cp on H with respect to a 
Fuchsian model r of R. 
Definition. For every piecewise smooth curve C on H, the length 
ICI^ = Jc l$(z)1/2ldzl. 
is called the Xp-length of C. For any z^EH, letxzi,z2 be the set of all piecewise 
smooth curves connecting zx and z^ in H. The distance 
納 ’ ⑷ 二 光 l c 丨 审 
is called the ^ -distance between zx and z2. An element C0 of L^^ is called a Tp-
geodesic between z1 and z2 if 
IC0I$ = z2). 
A closed arc L on H is called a Tp-segment if, for every interior point p of 
L，L is mapped by a 中-coordinate at p to a segment. Every ^-geodesic connecting 
2 points of H consists of a finite number of tp-segments whose end points are 
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either z ” or z2, or zeros of tp. Moreover, two such (p-segments make an angle not 
2jt less than — r o at a zero of order m > 0.々  m + 2 
It can be checked that H is complete with respect to 卬 -d is tance. In 
particular, for any two points of H, there exists a tp-geodesic connecting them. 
Proposition 4.15. For zh z2 ^ H, the Tp-geodesic connecting z1 and z2 is 
unique. 
Corollary. A tp-segment is the unique Tp-geodesic connecting its end points. 
Definition. The ^-length ILI^ of a curve L on R is defined by 
I L I ^ / l M 1 7 2 -
The projection of tp-segment to R is called a q)-segment. 
Some propositions are prepared for the sketch of proof of the uniqueness 
theorem. 
Lemma 4.16. (Teichmtiller) Let h : R — R be a qc mapping homotopic to id. 
Then there exists a constant M(R，h，tp) > 0 such that 
I^ Ljl^ l^LI^ -M 
Proposition 4.17. Let f be an afflne qc mapping of R = [0,r] x [0,1] to S = 




Then for every homeomorphism f 2 : R S which is j _ 灰 - q c on int(R), 
and 
yfojg o, f ( r ) 二 s.r f(r+i) = s+i, and f ( i ) = i, 
it follows that kj>:k. Moreover, kj = k <=>fj =/. 
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Proposi t ion 4.18. Fix q> E A2(R)lf let f : R — S be a Teichmhller mapping 
for (p andk = WtpWj. Then there exists a unique holomorphic quadratic differential 
冲 on S satisfying the following conditions: 
1. If pis a zero of q> of order m，thenfip) is a zero of 冲 of order m. 
2. Let p ER which is not is a zero of cp, and ^be a cp-coordinate around p. 
Then there a ip-coordinate w at f(p) such that 
qj and ip are called Xh^ initial differential off and the terminal differential off 
respectively. 
Sketch of Proof of Teichmttller Uniqueness Theorem 
Teichmiiller's uniqueness theorem. Let f be a Teichmhller mapping for (p E 
A2(R)h and let 7((p) = [S,f\. Then every quasiconformal mapping f j i R - ^ S 
which is homotopic to f satisfies 
l l^ l loo^ 丨丨i^ lloo. 
Moreover, 11^1100= W^oo =/• 
Skerch of proof. Let 屮 be the terminal differential of f . For every p e R 
which is not a zero of cp, take a.qp-coordinate C = ? + 州 around p，and a in-
coordinate a) = a + ix around q = f(p) Applying Teichmilller lemma, we can 
show that 
JTX(g,q) dadx dadt 
where X(g,q) = 6 ( (° ° | q ° ^ | (0) and g = fx o By applying Schwarz 
inequality, we obtain 
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Xf^(g,q)2 dadT ^^fdadT. 
Set k = llMfJIx, = llMflloo A =⑴。fi。t1 a n d J( f i)(P) 二 ^ W 0 ) 2 _ 
l f^ l (0)2 . Then we have 
X(f!,q)2 < K x J(f!)(p) almost everywhere on R 
1 + kx 1 + k 
where K x = JT^"，K = T - T t 




d a d T • 
Thus K < K X ^ k < k ! . 
Now we consider the equality. If kx = k, then 
1^1^1(0)+ 1^1(0) 
and 
1^^1(0) = k 1^^1(0) almost everywhere on R. 
This implies that 〜 = k ^ . So g is conformal on R. Since g is homotopic to id, 




Complex Analytic Theory ofTeichmflller Spaces 
1. Bers, Embedding and the Complex Structure of 
Teichmllller Space 
Simultaneous Uniformization 
We shall represent the Teichmmier space T(r) by quasiconformal 
mappings of the Riemann surface t which are conformal on the lower half-plane 
H*. 
For nEB(H, r ) ”set 
f ^ z ) z E H 
P(z) = \ 0 zEC\H. 
From Theorem 3.19’ there exists uniquely a canonical p-qc mapping w^ of t . 
For any Y E T, let 知 ( Y ) = w [Aoyo w , E Aut(6). Thus a subgroup r ^ 
=(X^Y) ： 7 E T } of Aut(亡）acts properly discontinuously on H^ = w^H) and 
H * w (H*). r is a quasi-Fuchsian group, that is, a discrete subgroup of 
PSL(2,C) which leaves a directed simple closed curve in t fixed. It is checked that 
every element of r^Hid} has no fixed points on both H^ and H , . 
The quasiconformal mapping w^ induces a quasiconformal mapping of 
R = H/r to R„ = R./T,, and a biholomorphic mapping of R* = H*/r to H ^ / r ^， 
[X [X p. 
p and R* are uniformized simultaneously by a single quasi-Fuchsian group 
This is referred to as Bers1 simultaneous uniformization. 
In particular, for any closed Riemann surfaces R and S of genus g, we 
find a quasi-Fuchsian group which uniformizes simultaneously R and S. 
Lemma 5.1. For ^ v EB(H, r)p = wv onR ^w^- wv on H*. 
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D e f l i i i t i o i U w^ and wv are said to be equivalent if w^ = wv on H*. Let 
be the set of all equivalence classes [w^] of v y Since Tp(r) can be identified by 
T(r) as topological spaces, Tp(r) is also called the TeichmMer space of R 
A m a p p i n g p : B ( H , T ^ — T p ( r ) is d e f i n e d b y (3(m) = [w^J. It is 
checked that p is a continuous surjection. 
Schwarzian Derivative 
For any conformal mapping f on a domain in C, a Schwarzian 
derivative of f is defined by 
/ f x r ( z ) 3 r f " ( z ) - ] 2 
Remark. There are some equalities of Schwarzian derivative { f ’ z} 
i 
{f, z} = {c f + d , z } = { T- ,z } where c and d are constants. 
Lemma 5.2. If f and g are conformal mapping of D and f(D), respectively, 
then 
{gof ,z} = {g , f (z ) } f ' ( z ) 2 + { f , z } , zeD. 
Moreover, a conformal mapping of D is a M6bius transformation 分 { f ， z } = 0 
on D. 
Bers1 Embedding and the Complex Structure of Teichmiiller Space 
For any \i E B(H, H^set 
qv 二 { 〜 对 ， z e H * . 
A mapping B : Tp(r) — A2(H*，r) is defined by 
BaWjJ) = qy 
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Lemma 5.3. I f y E T, then 
g^ (y(z)) y U)2 + (P//z), ZEH*. 
Moreover’ for any 坏 v EB(H, Hplw^ = [wv] in Tp(r) • � = % on H*. 
B is well-defined and injective, and that is called Bersx embedding. The 
mapping 請 : B ( H , T\ — A2(H*，r) given by 够 = B 。 酬 is called Bers' 
projection. 
Now, we introduce the hyperbolic L^-norm on A2(H*，r) by using 
Poincarfe metric dsH*2. Every element cp E A2(H*，r) satisfies 
( Im Y(Z))2 lq)(7(z))l = ( Im z)2 lcp(z)l，z E H* , Y E T. 
So ( Im z)2iq)(z)l is regarded as a function on R*. The hyperbolic L°°-norm of q) in 
A2(H*’r) is defined by 
llcp丨丨。o = s器 ( I m z)2 lqp(z)l < oo. 
Proposition 5.4. 屯 and B are continuous. 
The Brouwer's theorem on invariance of domains implies that the image 
T b ( D = B(Tp(r)) is a domain in A2(H*’r)，and B ； Tp(r) — T B ( r ) is a 
homeomorphism. Since A2(H*’r) is a 3g-3 - dimensional complex vector space, 
T b ( D inherits the complex manifold structure of A2(H*，r). Under the 
identification with TB(r) ’ T(r), Tp(r) and T(R) are considered as 3g-3 
-dimensional complex manifold, where R = HIT. Henceforth, TB(r)，T(r) and 
T p ( r ) w i l l be called the Teichmhller space of r . 
Soundness of T g ( r ) 
Lemma 5.6. (Nehari and Kraus) Every univalent function satisfies 
l l l l l l ^ ^ ..:. .. • II {fizJW^j-
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Proof. Consider a univalent function on A* := t<A. We can check that i f F is 
given by 
F(w) = w + b0 + —+..•, ^ > 
then lb」< 1 by applying Bieberbach's area theorem. 
Differentiating the series (*), we obtain 
Then we have 
lim lw4 {F,w}l = 6 IbJ < 6r 
W—> 00 
Ix t f be an univalent function on H*. For z0 = x0 +iy0，suppose f(z0)本 
00. Taking T : H* — A* defined by 
z - z0 
T(z) = 
we get 
2iy 0 f ' (z 0 ) R w � = ； w E A* . 
f(T"l(w)) - f(z0)' 
Then F is a univalent function on A*, and has an expression as (*)• We have {f,z} 
={F，T(z)} T '(z)2 on H*. Then 、 




For f(z0) = oo. By the relation {f，z0} = {l/f，z0}，we also have l{f，Zo}丨 < • 
3 
Thus II {f,z} lloo^2' 
• 
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By applying the lemma, we get 
j . 
Theorem 5.7. TB(r) is contained in the open ball of radius j centered at 0 in 
A2(H*fr). 
2. Invariance of Complex Structure of Teichmflller 
Space 
We shall show that the complex structure of T(D is independent of the 
Fuchsian model r of a closed Riemann surface of genus g ^ 2. 
Local Inverse of Bers1 Embedding 
For any qp E A2(H*，r)，set 
^ ( z ) = -2 (Im z)2 q)(z), zGH’ 
then \i E B(H，r) is called the Bers1 Beltrami differential constructed from q). Let 
I 
V = {q )E A2(H*，r) : llqpl L < j }. Then 〜 E B(RX)V 
A mapping xp *. V — is defined by 
冲(9) = [wmJ 
which is continuous from proposition 5.2. 
Theorem 5.8. Under the preceding situation, U = ip(V) is an open 
neighborhood of the base point in T p ( r ) , and 华：V — U is the inverse of B : U 
The theorem is a result of the following theorem due to Ahlfors and Wei l . [ 
Ah,We] 
Theorem 5.9. (Ahlfors and Weill) For every (p E V, the Bers1 Beltrami 
differential constructed from q> satisfies 
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B([w^) = (p. 
Corollary. For every cpEV, the jU EB(H,r)1 such that w^ is real-analytic on 
H and B'Hfp) = [w^. Moreover, every E T(H/r) is represented by a real-
analytic qc mapping g : HIT S. 
Differentiation of Bers1 Projection 
We want to define the derivative ^ [ v ] of qp in the direction v e B(H,D 
at^EB(H , r ) i -
Let ^ E BCHJ)! in a neighborhood of the origin such that Mt = M- + t v + 
te(t), where v E B(H，r), and lle(t)lloo — 0 as t — 0. Then 〜[v] is defined by 
• r , 中 (叫）_塑 = t l im0 1 ’ 
where the convergence is norm convergence with respect to L#-norm. The 
existence and integral representation of ^ [ v ] is given as follows. 
Theorem 5.10. For every v E B(H’r), 0o[v] exists and is given by 
Proof. By Theorem 3.26’ we have 
w (z) 二 z + tw[v](z) +o(t) n; 
uniformly on compact sets of C as t — 0’ where 
w[v](z) = - ^ f f H t ( f ^ 1 ( V - z ) 執 
Since w^Cz) is holomorphic on H*’ from Weierstass' theorem on double 
series, we getw ' w^" and w^"1 uniformly on compact set of H* as t — 0. Since 
H*/r is compact, exists and is equal to w^"'. 
• 
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T h e o r e m 5.11. For every v E B(H’r) and \i E B(H’r)p 沁 [v ] exists and 
given by 
Proof. Setf= w [A,g t = wlXto f"1 and \ = \xg{ Then we have 
Xt© = ^ ^ o f-HD ’ S e f(H). 
fz [X [Xg 
Putting 
we have 
\ = tX + tb(t) on f(H), 
where Il6(t)lL — 0 as t — 0. 
Besides, (KMt)(z) = {gt。f，z}f ’(z)2 + 中(…(z)， 
we obtain 
{gt o f.z> 
^ ^ t ^ o — T — z e H * . 
By using the same argument as in the proof of theorem 5.10, ^ [ v ] exists and is 
given by 
^ [ v ] = [ - ‘ ⑵ 2 ， z e H * 
By substituting f(Q for 仁 in the integral, we obtain the result. 
• 
Invariance of Complex Structure of T(T) 
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We shall show that the complex structure of T( r ) is independent of r . 
Let Tx be a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface Rx of genus of g such that each 
of points 0，l,and oo is fixed by an element in Tt\{id}. Let ⑴ be a l i f t of a qc 
mapping f j : R — Rv and suppose that T t =⑴ ror 1 . By identifying T(R), TCRj) 
with T(r)，TiT^ respectively, [ f ^ : T(R) — TCR^ induces a homeomorphsim 
[CO]* : T( r ) — T ( r ) 
[⑴]* [wP] = [cx O wM^ o or1]， 
where a is a ,real M6bius transformation such that a o wP o or1 fixes each of 0，1， 
and oo. A homeomorphism <a»* : T p ( r ) — T ^ T ^ is defined by 
<co>* ( [ w j ) = [wv]. 
Lemma 5.12. The Jacobian of an injective holomorphic mapping F = (F^ ...Fn) 
of a domain D in Cn into Cn is nowhere vanishing on D. 
The lemma will be used in the following theorem. Let Bx : T ^ T ^ — 
A2(RX1) be the Bers' embedding of We have 
Theorem 5.13. The following mappings are biholomorphic: 
[COU T(N ^ NR^ 
< « ) > * : T - r ) Tp(r1), 
F = B1O <0)>^ O B1 ： TB(r) — T^R^. 
Proof. We have to show that F is holomorphic in a neighborhood of B([WjJ) E 
TB ( r ) . Let = wKT(w^)-1 and B^ be Bers' embedding of I f 
F 1 = B o o B^"1 : T B ( I > ) — T B ( D , 
F 2 = B I O <Q) O (W^)-1〉O B , : T B ( R > ) — T ^ ) 
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are biholomorphic in a neighborhood of the base point of TB(rM)，F = F2 o F f 
is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of B([WjJ) E T B (D. 
It is sufficient to show that F is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the 
base point of TB(r). Let V be a neighborhood of the base point of TB(r). For 
every 中，q) G V, let D = {t E C ：中⑴=q> +坤 E V} and = Mxp(t)- F r o m Ahlfors-
Weil theorem, we have B_Hep⑴）=[w^^]. The Beltrami coefficient of w吣）o co"1 
is given by 
Mt 卞CD ! „ X(t) = - = ~ = o or 上 on H. � z 1-�Mt 
Then F(q)(t» = {wMt),z}. Since l(t) is holomorphic with respect to t, F(cp(t)) is 
biholomorphic on D by theorem 5.11. So F is holomorphic on V. By using the 
lemma 5.12 and inverse mapping theorem, F is biholomorphic on V. 
• 
3. Teichmiiller Modular Groups 
There are two ways to introduce the Teichmiiller modular groups. 
Definition. The Teichmhller modular group Mod(R) of R is the quotient 
group of the group of all qc self-mappings f0 of R over the normal subgroup of 
f0 homotopic to id. 
The action [f0]* of [f0] E Mod(R) on T(R) is given by 
[f0]*([S’f]) 二 [Sh fo - 1 ] V[S,f]ET(R) 
which is called a TeichmMer modular transformation of T(R). 
Let T be a Fuchsian model of R. Let w{ be a lift of a qc self-mapping 怠 
of R with ooircof1 = r for i = 1，2. By the same argument as in the proof of 
lemma 4.1, we can check that [ f j = [f2] in Mod(R) • co2 =⑴丄。仂 on R for 
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some Y0 E r . 
Definition. 叫 and � 2 satisfying ^ T w f 1 = r for i = 1, 2 are said to be 
equivalent i f there exists y0 E T such that ⑴2 =⑴！ o Yo o n R T h e Teichmhller 
modular group Mod(r) of r is the group of all equivalence classes [⑴].The 
action [co]* of [⑴]E Mod(r) on T(r) is give by 
[⑴]*([w^]) = [aow^oco-1] V [w叫 E T(r)， 
where a E Aut(H) such that aow^oar1 fixes each 0, 1，and oo. 
Moreover,[⑴]本 e Aut(T(r» induces a biholomorphic automorphism 
<co>* of Tp(r) defined by 
〈⑴>* ( [w j ) = [wv] V[WjJ E Tp(r) 
where v is the Beltrami coefficient of a o 胁 o or1. 
Remark. Mod(R) s Mod(r). 
Since T(R) s T(r), the Teichmtlller-distance on T(R) induces the 
Teichmilller-distance on T(r). So we have 
Theorem 5.13. For every [co] EMod(r), [co]* is an isometry with respect 
to the Teichmh ller-distance. 
Moduli Sets 
We first observe that 
Proposition 5.15. The set of hyperbolic lengths of all closed geodesies on a 
Riemann surface of genus g 之 2 is discrete in R with hyperbolic length I 
This proposition follows from the following fact: For every compact set 
K in H and M > 0, there exists finitely many y B T such that n ^ p(z,v(z)) < M. 
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By the proposition 5.15, we get 
Corollary. | tr2(y) = 4 cosh2(^j^j : y e r| is discrete in R. 
From Theorem 2.9, a set of hyperbolic lengths of closed geodesies on 
R induces a normalized Fuchsian model r of R. Now, we state a weaker result as 
follows. 
Proposition 5.16. Let T be a Fuchsian model of a Riemann surface of genus 
g^2.Let {yM^ be a system of generators of T such that 
1. Yl has the repelling fixed point 0 and the attractive fixed point oo, and 
1 • y2 has the repelling fixed point r <0 and the attractive fixed point 1. 
Then each yj is determined by the absolute values of trace of elements in 
f={noY2' r i ± 2 ° n r Y2±2°Yk' (ri°y2)- ° n } 
where j = l”"m and k = 3’".m. 
Discontinuity Teichmttller Modular Groups 
Theorem 5.17. Mod(r) acts properly discontinuously on T(T) as a 
subgroup of the biholomorphic automorphism group Aut(T(r)). 
Proof. Suppose that r has a system of generators on Proposition 5.16. If not. 
There exists a sequence of {&}:、of mutually distinct elements in Mod(r) such 
J 一丄 
that, pn E T(r) — Po e T(r) as n —⑵’ fn(pn) — q0 已 T ( r ) a s n — 
For each n, set hn 二 。 + " o fn. Since T(r) s TB(D, {fn}"=1 is a normal 
family. We may assume that {fn}°^1 converges uniformly on compact sets in T(r) 
to a holomorphic mapping f0. So f0(p0) = Thus, we can see that hn(p0)— p0 
as n 
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For each n, hn = [con]* with some qc self-mapping ⑴n of H such that 
conro)n_1 = r . Then we have 
[coj* ([id]) = [ otnoov1]， 
where an E Aut(H) such that an o ⑴：1 fixes each 0’ 1，and oo. So {( an o ⑴^1) o y 
o ( a n o a )^ 1 ) " 1 7 as n oo. We have 
J in^ t r 2 ( � n - l o"/ o con) = tr2C/)， y ET. 
Since { tr2(Y) : 7 E T } is discrete on R, and every ⑴n o 丫 o con_l E r，we have 
nlim tr2(con-l o 丫 o ⑴n) = tr2(v), Y ^ ^ f o r l a rge n-
Here, for large n there exists Pn E Aut(H) such that 
(o^oyo o)n = P^1 oy o Pn， Y e r 
This shows that Pn E N(r) the normalizer of r in Aut(H), and [⑴n]* = [|3n]* . 
Thus every [con]* fixes [id] of T(r). 
By definition, we have 
isotropy subgroup of Mod(r) at [id] = N(r)/r = Aut(H/r). 
H. A. Schwarz proved that Aut(H/r) is a finite group. [Fr,Ka] So { [⑴ n ] * }二 is a 
finite set. This contradicts that 队 } : , consists of infinite elements. 
I—A • 
Theorem 5.18. The moduli space Mg of closed Riemann surface of genus 
has a normal complex analytic space structure of dimension 3g-3. [Ba] 
4. Class i f icat ion of Teichmtlller Modular 
Transformations 
In this section, we let R be an oriented closed differentiable surface of 
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genus g > 2 l R x a Riemann surface R* whose underlying surface is R. 
Extermal Problems 
Bers* extermal problem for Teichmtiller modular transformations 
For every Teichmilller modular transformation x of T(R*), we set 
a(x) = d(P,X(P))-
Then we want to find px E T(R*) which is called a x-minimal point such that 
a(x) = d(px0C(Px))-
Teichmtlller modular transformations x is classified into 4 types: 
1 • x i s elliptic if a(x) = 0 and there exists a x-minimal point. 
2. x is parabolic if a(x) = 0 but there exists no x-minimal point. 
3. x is hyperbolic if a(x) > 0 and there exists a x-minimal point. 
4. x is pseudo-hyperbolic if a(x) > 0 but there exists no x-minimal point. 
This classification is independent of the choice of the complex structure on R 
which is used to define the Teichmtlller space T(R*). 
Bersf extermal problem for complex structures 
For every complex structure a on R and f : R — R. The maximal 
dilatation of f Ka(f) = oo if f is not a qc mapping. Then we want to find a 
complex structure a0 on R and f0 : R ^ R homotopic to f such that 
K a o ( f 0 ) ^ K a i ( f ! ) 
for every complex structure ox on R and fx : R — R homotopic to f. 
If there exists a solution, a0 is called an f-minimal complex structure and 
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f 0 : R 0 — is called an absolutely external self-mapping of R0。. 
The following proposition relates the two extermal problems. 
Proposition 5.19. For f : R — R’ a complex structure a is f-minimal if and 
only i f [ R a , id\ ET(R^) corresponding to a is ^-minimal. 
Elliptic and Hyperbolic Transformations 
Applying the above proposition, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.20. Let f : R — R. Then there exists an f-minimal complex 
structure 令 ⑵ * corresponding tofis elliptic or hyperbolic. 
Proof. see [Wo 4]. 
Theorem 5.21. % is elliptic 勞 % is periodic. 
D e f i n i t i o n . A set { C ^ = 1 of mutually disjoint simple closed curves on R is said 
to be admissible if every Cj is freely homotopic to none of {Ck, C ^ 1 ^ ^ , and is 
not null homotopic. 
A self-mapping f of R is said to be reduced by if {Cj} j=1 is 
admissible and f(C1U...Cn) = C1U...Cn. 
A self-mapping f of R is said to be reducible if f is homotopic to a 
reduced mapping and irreducible if not. 
We are going to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.22. Iff is an irreducible self-mapping ofR, then M* is either 
elliptic or hyperbolic. 
Before proving this theorem, several lemmas are prepared as follows. 
Lemma 5.23 (Wolpert) Let f be a qc mapping of a Riemann surface Sj 
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onto S2, and C be a simple closed geodesic on Sj with hyperbolic length l j . 
Then f(C) is freely homotopic to a closed geodesic with hyperbolic 
length l2 such that 
\2<MH 
where K(f) is the maximal dilatation off. [Wo 2] 
Lemma 5.24. There exists a constant d0(y) > 0 such that any 2 simple closed 
geodesics-on a Riemann surface of genus g are disjoint provided that hyperbolic 
length of them are less than d0. [Mat] 
Lemma 5.25. Let C be a simple closed geodeisc with hyperbolic length 1 on a 
Riemann surface S of genus g ^ 2. Then every irreducible mapping f • S — S 
satisfies 
By using these lemmas, we can have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.26. (Mumford s compactness theorem ) Let {pj}J=1 be a sequence 
m T(R*)’ and S- be the Riemann surface corresponding to pj for every j . Suppose 
that there exists d> 0 such that the hyperbolic length of any simple closed 
geodesic on each Sj is greater than d 
Then there exists a subsequence {pjn}:=1 and a sequence {xj:=1 of 
TeichmhUer modular transformation of T(RV such that Xn(PjJ converges in 
T(R*) as n-^ oo. [Be] 
Now, we use the above lemmas to prove the theorem 5.20. 
Proof of theorem 5.20. Take a sequence {Pj}"=1 in T(R*) such that 
d(巧， [ f]*(Pj))—a([f]*) as j —oo. 
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For every j, let Oj be the complex structure corresponding to pj and [f]*(Pj)，and 
h| |Ra . -> be the Teichmtlller mapping homotopic to f. Then we have 
log K(hj) — a([f]*) as j —双 
In particular, there exists a constant A such that K(hj) < A for all j. By lemma 
5.25, the hyperbolic length of any simple closed geodesic on each Ra. is greater 
than 60 A3"3S. By lemma 5.26, we assume that there exists a sequence (xn>n=1 o f 
Teichmllller modular transformation of T(R*) such that 
qj = Xn(pj) ^ q E T ( R * ) as j — 
Since each Xj isometric with respect to d, we have 
dCqjajmHcXj'KPj)) adf]*) as j — oo. 
We assume x ^ h X f 1 ^ ) converges to q’ E T(R*) as j - oo, for T(R*) is 
complete finite-dimensional with respect to d. Since each Xj[ f]*Xj_1 i s isometric, 
we have 
XjlflncXj-Hq)—《 as j —⑵. 
Hence, we assume that Xj l f lncXj"1^ the same action on T(R*) f o r j > k for some 
k. Then 
dCqaktfl^XkHq)) = dCXj-K^m^Xj-Hq)) = a([f]*). 
Therefore, there exists an [f]* -minimal point and then f is elliptic or hyperbolic. 
口 
Absolutely Extermal Mappings 
f ( R * ) is a straight line space in the sense of Buseman. [Mas] This 
means P l , p 2 E T(R*) lie on one straight line L which is an isometric image of R 
；ihito T(R*) equipped with respect to d, and contains all point p such that 
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d(Pi，P) I d(p,p2) = d(pi，p2). 
Firstly, we have the useful theorem as follows. 
Theorem 5.27. I f x i s °f infinite order，then p E T(R*) is x-minimal x 
leaves a straight through p invariant. 
Proof. Since % is of infinite order, p, x(p) and x2(p) are distinct. Let px 
and p2 be the midpoint of p & x(p) and x(p) & 5C2(P) respectively. We have 
、’r d(pl5p2) < d(pl5x(p)) + d(x(p),p2) = a(x)-
On the other hand, d(pl5p2) > a(x) since p2 = x(Pi>- S o X(p) i s t h e 
midpoint of px and p2. Thus the straight line on which p, px, x(P)，P2 and x2(p) 
lie is invariant under x 
For every p' E T(R*) and n E N, we have 
n d(p,x(p)) = d(Pl,xn(p)) ^ 2 d(p,p') + n d(p',x(p')). 
Since n is arbitrary, we have d(p,x(p)) ^ d(p',x(p'))- Thus p is a x-minimal point. 
• 
Corollary. For a non-periodic [f\ E Mod(R*), [/]* is hyperbolic o [/]* 
leaves a straight line invariant. 
Theorem 5.28. Let S be a Riemann surface of genus g>2. Then f : S S 
is absolutely external o f is either conformal or Teichmhller such that fl is a 
Teichmhller mapping with KiJ2) = K(f)2. 
Proof. Assume f is Teichmhller . Let a be the complex structure of S. By 
theorem 5.19, we have 
f is absolutely extermal. 
• [a] E T(R*) [f]*-minimal. 
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I ' •d([a]，[f]*([o])) + d([f]*([a])，[f]*2([CT])) = d ( [ a] )， [ f ]*2 ( [ a ] ) ) 
令 K(02 = K(h) where h is Teichmtlller and is homotopic to f2. 
Since K(h) < K(P) < K(f)2，f2 is Teichmiiller with KCf2) = K(f)2. 
<= We have 
f d([a]，[f]*([a])) + d([f]*([a])，[f]*2(M)) = 
Hence, d([a]，[f]*([a])) < d([a])’[f]*2([a])). So f is absolutely extermal. 
• 
For reducible mapping, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.29. " Let f : R — R be reducible. If f is not homotopic to a 
periodic mapping” then [/]* is either parabolic or pseudo-hyperbolic. 
Based on the above results, we get a necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of f-minimal complex structure. 
Theorem 5.30. Letf: R — R. An f-minimal complex structure exists of is 
either homotopic to a periodic mapping or irreducible‘ 
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I C H A P T E R 6 
Weil-Petersson Metric 
1. Petersson Scalar Product and Reproducing formula 
All results can be formulated in H and A. We shall use either formulation 
interchangeably. 
Definition. A Hermitian scalar product on A2(H,r) is defined by 
<cp,ip>R = JJF (Im z)2 qp(z) ip(z) dxdy, V cp, ip e A2(H,r) 
where F is a fundamental domain for the Fuchsian model F in H. < , >R is called 
the Petersson scdlar product on A2(H，r). 
Since the Riemann surface R is compact, A2(H，r) is a Hilbert space with 
the scalar product. Let A2(H) denote the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions 
ip on H such that 
I li[)ll2 = JJF (Im z)2 |ip(z)l2dxdy < oo. 
Definition. The reproducing kernel for A2(H) is defined by 
KhCz,Q = 1 2 ’ z , ^ E H . 
- D 4 
We use the kernel to obtain the reproducing formula. In the following, we write ^ 
= ? + i ” . 
Theorem 6.1. (Reproducing formula) Every cp E A2(H’r) satisfies 
(f(z) =ffH(Im z)2 (p(z) KgzX) d^drj, z EH. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for every ip E A2(A，r) 
I ip(z) = / / A K A ( Z , Q d§dri, z E A ( * ) 
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12. 2 where KA(z£) = — is the reproducing kernel for A2(A), X(z) = - ~ — j 
’ Jt(l - zQ4 
and r = T IT- 1 with T = 结 
S i n c e H/ r is compact, liplX"2 is bounded on A. So (*) converges 
absolutely for any z. 
By the mean value theorem for a holomorphic function, we have 
I ^(0) =ffAm2冲(o K^aod^dr!, 
So (*) is true for z = 0. 
For every z E A, choose y E Aut(A) such that y(0) = z. If we set 冲 0 ( 0 ) = 
o y) y'2, then e A2(A,Y-1r'Y), and satisfies ip0(0) = Y'(0)2. Applying 
(**) to xp0,wehave 
I 冲0(0) = f f A My-Hw))2 i^oCrHw)) K A (Y - 1 ( z ) ,Y"1(w» lY"1(w)|2dudv. 
Then we get 
I ip(z) = J/A KO-2 印© KlfeO^ri ,zEA 
Poincarfe Series 
We may rewrite (*) as 
I xp(z) = 2 RF/F ^©-2 屮 ® K A ( 7 ( Z ) , 0 didril 7'(z)2. 
ver L 
where F is a relative compact fundamental domain for r ' in A. 
D e f i n i t i o n . For a holomorphic function f on A, we define the Poincar^ series 
of f for r ' By 
0f(z) = 2； f(Y(z)) Y'(z)2， zeA. 
ver 
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Theorem 6.2. Letf be anintegrable holomorphic function on A and let dfbe the 
Poincark series of f for a Fuchsian group P on A. Then Qf converges absolutely 
and uniformly on compact sets in A, and belongs to A2(A,V). 
Proof. For any compact set K in A and z EK, 
1 r 
2 丨 _ ) Y ' (Z)2 I ^ ^ - / / A 丨 F ( z ) _ ， 
hence absolutely and uniformly convergence follow. One also check easily 
0f(Y(z)) Y'(z)2 = 0 f(z)- 口 
Corollary 1. For every 冲 eA2(A}P), there exists a holomorphic function / on a 
neighborhood of ~A such that (p 费 dfon A. 
Corollary 2. Every ip 6 A2(//，r) is written as 
\ cp(z) = 2 UfFdmQ2 (P(Q K^zhQ 聊 ] Y ( z ) 2 , ZEH, 
ysr 
and the series converges absolutely and uniformly on compact sets in H, where F 
is a fundamental domain for r in H. 
Bergman Projection 
By using the reproducing kernel of A2(H), we shall construct 
holomorphic quadratic differentials on the Riemann surface HIT. 
D e f i n i t i o n . A function f is called a measurable automorphic form with respect 
to T on H if f is measurable on H, and satisfies 
f(Y(z)) Y ' (Z)2 = f(z), Z E H , 7 E r . 
Let L2°°(H,r) be the set of all mpasurable automorphic form with respect to r on 
Hwith 
llflloo = ess^gip (Im z)2lf(z)l < oo. 
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It can be checked that l ^ ^ X ) is a Banach space with this norm and A2(H，r) is a 
closed subspace of ^ ( H J ) . The Petersson scalar product on A2(H，r) is 
extended to I^^CHX). Then we have the theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. For any f EL200(H,r), set 
( m ^ ) - f f u a m z ) 2 m T ^ Q d m 
Then P2fEA2(H,n and satisfies 8g on H’ where 
� , g(z) =ffF(Im z)2f(z) Kgz,Q d^irj, and 
F is a fundamental domain for r in H. 
Proof. Since llfll^ < oc and Krfz,© = 1 2 ，（*) converges absolutely. (32f is 
n^-Q4 
holomorphic on H and the belongs to A2(H，r). By using corollary 2, we get the 
assertion. 门 
u 
The bounded linear operator p2 : L ^ C ^ r ) — A2(H,F) is called the 
Bergman projection. 
Theorem 6.4. Any f , g EL2°°(H,r) satisfy 
<^S>R 二 <f’p2g>R. 
Remark. P 2 ( ^ P I ) ( Z ) = -2 令。[⑷(？）， Z E H. 
2. Infinitesimal Theory of Teichmttller Spaces 
The Tangent Space at the Base Point 
D e f i n i t i o n . The holomorphic tangent space of T(r) at the base point is 
denoted by T0(T(r)). 




J' T 0 (T( r ) )sB(H’ r ) /N( r ) 
where N(r) = Ker^0-
Definition. A linear functional defined by 
八乂9) = (H劝H/r = JJF KZ )屮⑵ D X D Y , 屮 E A2(H，r) 
where F is a fundamental domain for T in H. 
Lemma 6.S (Teichmllller). f^EN(r) ^>A(jl = 0. 
The Teichmtlller lemma can be verified by direct computation. 
Theorem 6.6. The mapping A : B(H,r) A2(Hyr)* given by A(ii) = A" 
induces an isomorphism of B(H，r)f N(r) onto A2(H,r)*. In particular, 
T0(T(D) ^A2(H,r)*. 
Proof. Teichmllller lemma asserts that KerA = N(F). Every f E A2(H,D* is 
written as < ’ >^H/r for some ip E A2(H，r). Putting \x = (Imz)2 屯 we have jx E 
B(H，r) and A^ = f. So A is surjective. A induces an isomorphism of B(H’r)/ N(r) 
onto A2(H,D*. 
• 
Harmonic Beltrami Differentials 
Definitions. For every cp E A2(H，r), the harmonic Beltrami differential in 
B(H，r) induced by q> is defined as 
fx[q)](z) = (Imz)2 (p(z)， z E H. 
For every \i E B(H,D, qpl>] e A2(H,r> is defined by 
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I q>[ix](z) = -2 蚝[㈤反）= P ( ^ ^ I ) ( Z)， z e H . 
By the reproducing formula, we have 
<P[Ml<Pl] = (P， 9 E A2(H，r). 
For any \i E B(H,r), the harmonic Beltrami differential induced by is defined as 
剛 ( z ) = Omz)2 qp|>](z). 
LetHB(H;r) be the vector space of all harmonic Beltrami differentials. We have a 
surjective mapping H : B(H,r) — HB(H,r) which is given by 
[ 剛 ( z ) = (Imz)2 p ( ^ j ^ ) ， l x E B ( H , D . 
Then the following results can be easily verified: 
1. KerH = N(r)’ 
2. H[jx[cp]] = jx[q)], cp E A2(H，r). 
3. q)[H[fx]] - cp[fx], nEB(H’r). 
4. H2 = H. 
Based on the above results, we have 
Theorem 6.7. B(H’r) : HB(H’r) ®N(r), 
(j)0 at the base point induces the isomorphism (j)0 : HB(H’r) T0(TB(r)). 
In particular, T0(T(T)) s HB(H’r). 
Moreover, (^f(p)R = (H[^]f(p)Rf (p EA2(H,r), ju E B(H’r). 
Proof. Take \i E N(r) = KerH. We have H[n] = 0. 
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If jxEHB(H，r)，then there exists v EB(H，r) such that \x = H[v] = H2[v] = 0. So 
HB(H，r) n N(r) = {()}• 
Every \i E B(H，r) is decomposed into 
I Since 茁=H， fx - HM E Ker H =N(r). So B(H,D = HB(H，r)㊉ N(r). 
• 
Tangent Space of T(T) 
Definition. The translation mapping [wv]* : T( r ) — T ( r v ) induces an 
|；：： isomorphism of Tp (T(r» ^ T0(T(rv)) where p = [w^] and = w^ r (w^)-l. 
r The description of the isomorphism is given as follows. 
Define 
/ wv7 X-v \ 、, 
k = F M = o (w”-1, 
�wvz 1 _ vX^  
I we have [wv]*([w^)=[wK]， [w^] E T(D. 
Let L v : B(H’r) — B(H,rv) be an isomorphism given by 
Tvrl r F(v+ 叫）-F(v) 
Also, let Hv : B(H，rv) HB(H，rv) be the projection. Then we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 6.8. For every p = [wv] E T(r), H" o U : B(H，r)/Ke/(j)v 一 
HB(H’r) is an isomorphism and is independent of the choice of a representative 
wv of p.； 
3. Weil-Petersson Metric 
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Definition. The inner product of \ i l t ^ e B(H,r) is defined by 
r r M-i(z) 
H ( ^ L ^ ) = J J F (Imz)2 DXDY， 
where F is a relatively compact fundamental domain for r in H. Then we have 
h C H t ^ ] ^ ^ ] ) = < qp[M2]，9[Mi] >R-
Lemma 6.9. For 約，…E B(H,r), the following hold: 
物 h(H[^lH[^2]) = hfHljUjl/^) = h f f i j M / ^ l l 
A Hermitian scalar product on Tp(T(r)) is induced by hv on B(H,rv) The 
inner product of H^ o and H^ o L ^ t ^ ] in HB(H,rv)笠 Tp(T(r)) is given 
by 
hv(Hv o L v [ n x ] ， o Lv[M2])， e B(H，r). 
We study the dependence of the inner product with respect to p in a 
neighborhood of 0. Take a basis {qpj}^"3 for A2(H，r), and let 
Vj = Mlqpj], j = 1，...3g-3. 
Then {Vi}3_g；3 is a basis for HB(H，r). Put J J—1 
V(t)= $ t i v j， t(t1,...t3g-3)ED 
i=l 
where D is an open neighborhood of 0 in C3§"3. 
For a sufficiently small D, we assume the mapping 中0 : D — T B ( r ) 
defined by = (J)(v(t)) is biholomorphic onto an open neighborhood of the 
base point in TB(r). Let 
Vj(t) = Lv(t)[Vj]， t E D . 
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Then {H^)[Vj]}3=gi3 is a basis of HB(H，rv(t)) for every t E D. Thus the inner 
product hjE(t) oftangent vectors 奇，去 E Tp( t )(T((D) with p(t) = [ w , is given 
by 
h j I E ( t ) = ^ © [ ^ ( ^ [ V j C Q l . H ^ W t V k C t ) ] ) = (Vj ( t ) , Cp[V k ( t ) ] ) H / r v(t). 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.10. Under the above circumstances，each h^(t) is of class C°° 
on D. 
Definition. The inner product on the tangent bundle of T(r) is called the 
Weil-Petersson metric h w on T(r). Locally, h w is written as 
3g-3 
d s w 2 = 2 
By the definition, it can be shown that h w on T(r) is invariant under the action 
of Mod(r). 
K技hlerity of the Weil-Petersson Metric 
Definition. Let g w be the Riemannian metric on T(T) induced by h w . 
Then 
gWP(X,Y) = 2RehWP(X,Y), 
where X and Y on the left hand side are real tangent vectors, and those on the 
right hand side are holomorphic tangent vectors under identifying the real 
tangent space of T(r) at p and Tp(T(r)). g w is called the Weil-Petersson 
Riemannian metric on T ( r ) . 
The Weil-Petersson form ⑴ w of h w is defined by 
0)W(X，Y) = gwP(iX，Y)’ 
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=-2 Im hwp(X,Y) X , Y E Tp(T(D). 
Locally,⑴观 is positive (l,l)-form and is represented by 
j M 
D e f i n i t i o n . h w is a Khhler metric if da ) w = 0，which is equivalent to 
ah沮 
~V- = on D 
at1 do 
where j, k ,1 = l，".3g-3. 
Theorem 6.11. (Ahlfors) The Weil-Petersson metric is Khhlerian. 
Sketch of proof： It is sufficient to prove that f = a t t h e b a s e P o i n t 
Let ft 二 wv(t)，rv(t) = ftrft-i，R(t) = H/rv(t)，and F(t) = ^(F). 
Set 
! f t z (z ) fVQ 
K(z,0 = a n d K t ( Z ’ 0 = (ft(z) - ft©)2 . 
Then h1E(t) 二 到 部 K(z,D2 W 叫 ” _ ) dxdy 
二 J / f [ 激 H K t ( ® 2 W v j © dxdy. 
Applying the fact that 
K t(口) = — logC^CD - m ) 
and some computation, we get 
^ ^ 一 i f f L v ( t ) [ v i ] ( w ) d u d y 
at1 ^JJ (w - fKD)2(w -汽幻)2 
Then we have 
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ati w 
=孥 ( ⑶ 硕 哄 ) _ ] d x d y 
=_ 榮 / 而 ⑴ T i f e O Lv(t)[vk](z) Lv(t)[Vj](0 d ^ ] d x d y (*) 
where 丁抑=J/HK(w’Z)K(w，0 ！ / 陶 ⑷ dudv. 
It can be checked that (*) converges uniformly and absolutely with respect to t. 
Then we can have 
ati w 
= - K ( W „ Z ) Tj(z,w) Lv(t)[vk](z) Lv(t)[Vl](w) dudv] dxdy 
F • 
A Differential Geometrical Interpretation of the Weil-Petersson 
Metric 
Since T(R) s 5^(R)/Diff0(R)，a metric on T(R) induced by an inner 
product on lM(R) gives the Weil-Petersson metric on T(R). 
Take a Riemannian metric ds2 = p2ldzl2 on R which determines the 
conformal structure of R . p is a positive smooth function on U where (U，z) is a 
local coordinate on R. 
The tangent space T = Tds2(M(R)) consists of tensors of degree 2 on R. 
Every element a of Tis written as 
a = Adz 厄 + Bdz2 + Bdz2 
where A is a real-valued and B is a complex-valued smooth function on U. a 
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corresponds to a real symmetric matrix 
〜 1 A+B+B i(B-B) 
a = T _ 一 . 
i(B-B) A-B-B • 
Definition. The inner product of ax and a2 in ^ is defined by 
< ava2 >R = f f R tr(c£ia2)p2 dxdy 
“JJ R A l A 2 + 2 ( B f 2 + B ; B 2 W p 
The following 2 types of elements in T correspond to zero vectors in 
T0(T(R)): 
1. A vector induced by deformation of p. This is an infinitesimal 
deformation ipp2ldzl2 which is generated by a 1-parameter family { 
p2e坤ldzl2}teR of conformal deformations of ds2’ where ^ is a real-valued 
function on R. 
2. A vector induced by diffeomorphisms of R to R. Namely, this is a 
infinitesimal deformation 
induced by {f t*(ds2)} teR of deformations of ds2, where {f t} t G R is a 1-parameter 
family of transformations of R which is generated by a vector field X = a(z)五 on 
R. 
We want to obtain a condition on a such that a is orthogonal to all 
elements of type 1 and 2 in Twith respect to < ’ >R. Firstly, in order that a satisfies 
< a,p >R = Aip dxdy = 0 V p of type 1. 
Then A = 0: 
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Secondly, in order that a satisfies 
<a , P > R = i / / R f B ^ + B | W d y = 0 V p o f type 2. 
( 范 ) 
From Green's formula, we have 
rr (泥 , n JJR a : + a 五 dxdy = 0. 
A dz / 
Since X =a(z)去 is arbitrary, we have 五 = 0 . Then Bdz2 e A2(R). 
As a result, a in'T is orthogonal to all elements of type 1 and 2 if and only 
if a =吟 + 守 for some 印 E A2(R). Therefore, the subspace 
A2(R) } of'T corresponds to T0(T(R)). 
The inner product of aj = ipj + ij3j E T0 (j=l,2) is given by 
rr 
< a l 5a2 > = 2 Re JJr p 2 dxdy • 
In particular, taking the hyperbolic metric on R as ds2, the inner product 
coincides with the one on T0(T(R)) which gives g w on T(R). 
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